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RECENTLY the rationalexpectationsschool has mountedan attackon the

conventionaluse of simultaneousequationsmodels for policy analysis.
One might go furtherand say that among academic macroeconomists
the conventionalmethods have not just been attacked, they have been
discredited. The practice of using econometric models to project the
likely effects of differentpolicy choices, then choosing the best from
amongthe projectedoutcomes, is widely believed to be unjustifiableor
even the primarysource of recent problemsof combinedhigh inflation
andlow economic activity. Instead, it is claimed,policy analysis should
be formulatedas choice amongrulesof behaviorforthe policy authorities
andestimatesshouldbe madeof the stochasticpropertiesof the economy
undereach proposedrule to choose the best.
This point of view has gained such wide acceptance in part because
of its association with Lucas's theoreticaldemonstrationthat a Phillips
curvecould emergein an economy in which such an associationbetween
inflationand real activity was not a usable menu for policy choice.
Because users of conventional simultaneousequations models sometimes presented the Phillipscurve as just such a menu, and because it
becameapparentin the 1970sthatthis menuwas not helpful,an analysis
thatprovideda cogent explanationfor why the menuwas chimericalhad
greatappeal.
As in most revolutions, the old regime toppled by the rational
expectationsrevolutionwas corruptandin some sense deservedits fate.
However, as is often the case, the revolutionitself has had its excesses,
destroyingor discardingmuch that was valuablein the nameof utopian
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ideology. This papertries to assess where the revolutionitself could use
revision.I
In this paperI arguethat it is a mistake to thinkthat decisions about
policy can only be described, or even often be described, as choice
amongpermanentrules of behaviorfor the policy authorities.A policy
actionis betterportrayedas implementationof a fixedor slowly changing
rule. I also argue that explicit identificationof expectation-formation
mechanisms is not necessary for policy analysis, concluding that the
rationalexpectations critique of econometric policy analysis is a cautionary footnote to such analysis ratherthan a deep objection to its
foundations.Fromthis perspective,the conventionaluse of econometric
models to aid in policy choice is neitherself-contradictorynor meaningless.

Applying Decision Theory to Economic Policymaking
Formalquantitativeanalysisof policy choice mustbeginwith a model
of the effects of policy. The modelmustdescribethe "outcome," usually
intheformof a probabilitydistributionoverfutureevents inthe economy,
for each possible "setting of policy." To choose policy optimally, one
evaluatesthe outcomesaccordingto some objectivefunctionandchooses
the best. Although this description appears static, in the sense that it
refersto a single decision ratherthan to a time sequence of them, it can
also be appliedto dynamicproblems.In the conventionaldescriptionof
a dynamicproblemthere is at each date, t, a measure,y,, of the current
state of the economy (which may include informationon the history of
the economy and of policy), and a value must be chosen for the policy
action at t, c,. The model gives a conditional distribution for y,

, the

state of the economy in the next period, as a functionof y, and c,. If the
objective functionincludedonly y, 1,one would simply choose c, so as
1. The senses in which the "old regime"was in my view "corrupt"are discussed in
moredetailin my "MacroeconomicsandReality,"Econometrica, vol. 48 (January1980),
pp. 1-48. ThereI arguethatthe identifyingrestrictionsusedto obtainequation-by-equation
interpretationsof these models are incredible.They are mainly simplifications,chosen
empiricallyso thatthey do not conflictwiththe data. Such simplificationsmaybe a useful
partof estimatinga forecastingmodel, but they do not representa prioriknowledgeand
thereforecannothelp in identifyingthe model.
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to obtain the best probabilitydistributionof y, 1. In general, however,
the objectivefunctionwill dependon y,,? (andperhapsalso c,,?) at many
or all dates beyond t + 1. Then, in orderto set ct optimallyin the current
period, one must determinea set of optimal contingency plans for all
future dates, describinghow each ct,+ will be chosen as a function of
informationavailableat t + s. Definingthe outcome as the conditional
distribution of all future yt,

and ct,+ given yt, ct and the optimal

contingencyplans, the dynamicproblembecomes analogousto the static
problem.A policy setting is a complete set of contingencyplans for the
futurecourse of policy, andone chooses amongsuch settingsto achieve
the best outcome.
However, this abstractdescriptionof the problemof policy choice
appearsat firstglance not to match the problemspolicymakersactually
face. Decision theoryportraysoptimalpolicy choice in a dynamicsetting
as a single analyticalexercise. One has to produce contingency plans
specifyingpolicy actionsat allfuturedates underall conceivablecircumstances in orderto findthe best currentpolicy action. Once this has been
done, there should be no need for new analysis at future dates. Yet in
practicemacroeconomicpolicymakingdoes not seem to be this sort of
once-for-all analysis and decision. Policymakers ordinarilyconsider
what actions to take in the next few quartersor years, reconsidertheir
plans every few months, and repeatedly use econometric models to
project the likely effects of alternativeactions. Furthermore,optimal
policy shouldbe a deterministicfunctionof informationavailableto the
policymaker,but actualpolicy seems to includea largecomponentthat
is unpredictableeven to observers with the same informationset as the
policymaker.
On closer examination, these difficultieswith decision theory as a
descriptionof actualpolicy choice areprobablynot important.It is likely
that policymakers' objective functions discount the future, so that
actionsandconsequencesfarenoughaheadreceive littleweight. Precise
contingencyplans for dates far in the futurewill thereforebe relatively
unimportantin solvingthe currentproblem.A good approximatesolution
will thus concentrateon determinationof the currentpolicy action, ct,
andthe contingencyplans for policy actions in the nearfuture, but will
toleratecruderapproximationsfor contingencyplansin the increasingly
distantfuture. This is more likely because the state of the economy in
the distant future is relatively unpredictable, so that the range of
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contingenciesthat would have to be considered in formulatingprecise
contingency plans for that time period is great. The cost of precise
analysisof such wide rangesof contingenciesis high, while the value of
such accurateanalysis of the distantfuturein improvingthe choice of c,
is relativelylow. It is perfectly reasonable,therefore,for even a nearly
optimalprocedurefor choosing policy to involve reconsideringpolicy
plans at regularintervals.2
Policy is not made by a single maximizingpolicymaker,but through
the politicalinteractionof a numberof institutionsand individuals.The
people involved in the process, the natureof the institutions, and the
views and values of the public shift over time in imperfectlypredictable
ways. Thus even if each individualwho has some power over the choice
of policy has a coherent view of his or her objectives and of a dynamic
model of the economy, leading that policymaker to believe in the
appropriatenessof a particularvalue for c, as a functionof the state, the
actual setting of c, will be partly randomfrom the point of view of the
public. The observed unpredictabilityof policy need not, therefore,
implythat any individualpolicymakeris randomizinghis or her actions.

Rational Expectations
Controltheory's dynamicversion of the problemof optimaldecision
theoryrests on the followingapparentlyreasonableassumptions:
At each date t there is a list of numbers, the vector describingthe
state of the economy, y,, which summarizesall aspects of the history of
the system being controlledthat are relevantto its futureevolution.
At each t thereis a function,f, determiningthe probabilitydistribution
of the next period's state Yt+1,fromthe currentstate, yt, and the current
policy action, ct, where f, is taken as given when policy choice is
optimized.
Policy actions, c, (the vector of values for the controlvariablesat t in
2. In textbookdynamiccontrolproblems,the formof the functionrelatingoptimalc,
to the currentstate often tends to be a fixed form over time. If economic policy choice
werelikethese textbookproblems,the needforreanalysiswouldsteadilydiminishthrough
time as one refinedthe knowledgeof the function describingthe optimalchoice of c,.
However, in economics the form of the model relatingthe state and policy to the next
period'sstateinevitablydriftsin time so thatthereis no reliabletendencyfor c, to become
a fixedfunctionof the state of the economy.
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control theory), can depend on informationavailable at t, but not on
informationavailableonly laterthan t.
In engineering applications the f, functions and the state of the
economy and control vectors, y, and c, are determinedby the physical
causalstructureof the system beingcontrolled.In economics it is not so
clear what vector of variablessummarizesthe state of the economy or
what vector of variables summarizesthe effects on the economy of all
policy actions. People tryingto makea directlinkbetweeneconometrics
and control theory have assumed that thef, functionsare the equations
of an econometricmodel andthatthe two vectors, ct andyt, are obtained
by dividingthe variablesin the econometricmodel into two categories,
policy variables(those in ct) and others.
The rational expectations critique challenges this way of bringing
controltheory to bear on econometricpolicy analysis. It points out that
econometricmodels describe the behaviorof people, not an inanimate
system. People's currenteconomicchoices dependnotonly on the actual
values of variablesenteringan econometricmodel, but on their expectations about future values of those variables. For a given setting of ct
andYt,people may behave differentlyaccordingto what theirviews are
of how cs will be chosen in the future. The critiqueargues, therefore,
that it is a mistake to treat econometric models and the variablesthey
contain as playingthe roles off, c, and y in control theory. There is no
well-definedfunction determiningthe distributionof yt, 1fromyt and ct
alone if yt and ct are simplya list of variablesdrawnfroman econometric
model.The views of the publicaboutthe futurewill alwaysbe an omitted
argumentwhen one attemptsto constructsuch a function.In particular,
the econometric model itself has a form that changes as people's
expectationsof the futurechange.
Controltheory teaches us, though, that in choosing c, a policymaker
will in generalhave to form contingencyplans for choices of ct?5 for all
positive s also. To the extent that the public finds out about these
contingencyplans for futurepolicy, its behavioris likely to be affected
by them. This leads to the conclusion by rationalexpectations analysts
thateconometricmodels of the type in wide currentuse, which makeno
provisionfor examiningthe effects of the public's views aboutplans for
futurepolicy choices, are useless for policy analysis.
Having reached this destructive conclusion, what way out does
rationalexpectations provide?One possibility is the use of the rational
expectations assumptionin policy analysis. The rationalexpectations
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assumption(which is strongerthanwhat is needed tojustify the rational
expectationscritique)is thatthe publicbehaves optimally,given its own
objectivesand the informationavailableto it, andfurtherthatthe public
understandsprecisely what contingency plans have been chosen for
future policy. Under this assumption there is no sharp distinction
between actions taken now and contingency plans for future action.
Both are chosen now and both have effects now. Policy analysis under
this assumption is not a special case of control theory; it becomes a
special case of game theory. As in game theory, what is being chosen is
a complete set of contingencyplans, a strategy.Also as in game theory,
the other player(the publicin this case) is assumedto understandone's
own strategyand to play optimally.
The rationalexpectationscritique,by usingexamplesgeneratedwith
the rationalexpectationsassumption,shows what serious errorscan be
made in econometric policy analysis if the response of expectationformationmechanismsto policy is ignored.As a warningaboutpotential
pitfalls, the critiqueis certainlycorrect in principle.There can be little
doubt, for example, that the consequences of anticipatedand unanticipated inflationare different, and that policy analysis using a dynamic
model which ignores this fact can be seriously misleading. But the
resolutionof this difficultyby simplyacceptingthe rationalexpectations
assumptionis of mainlyacademicinterestfor a numberof reasons.
In the theory of zero-sum games the assumptionthat other players
know one's own strategy and use this knowledge optimallyleads to a
solution with appealingproperties, even if we expect that most other
players will either not understandour strategy or use their knowledge
suboptimally.The resultof a strategychosen on this assumptionwill be
thatotherplayerswill lose at least as much,underincompleteknowledge
or suboptimalplay, as they would if they playedoptimally.If theirlosses
are our gain, such a strategyis then appealinglyconservative;its results
can be no worse than what they are calculatedto be. But the losses of
the publicare not the gains of the economic policymaker-in fact almost
precisely the opposite. In the problem of economic policy choice, the
assumption that the public knows our strategy and reacts optimally
cannot be justified as in the theory of zero-sum games, that is, as a
conservative assumption; if it is incorrect, policy chosen on this assumptioncould produce results much worse than expected. The only
way to justify the assumptionis to claim that it is a close approximation
to reality.
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Macroeconomicpolicymakerscannotin fact guaranteethatthe public
understandsthe policymakers'choices of contingencyplans for future
policy or that the publicacts optimallyon such understandingas it has.
Besides the usual objection that the public may not have the computational capacity to absorb and quickly act on new informationabout
future policy, there is the problem that, historically, announcements
about the future course of policy have often later turned out to be
misleading.Even if it were to announceits planspublicly,therefore,the
policy authoritycould not realisticallyassume that the public takes the
announcementseriously.
Supportersof the rationalexpectations assumptionhave not ignored
these difficultieswith it. KydlandandPrescotthave observedthat,under
rationalexpectations, optimalpolicy choice is time-inconsistent.3That
is, if a set of contingencyplansfor currentandfuturec is chosen optimally
at t, the contingency plan chosen for c,,, will generally not yield the
same value for c,+? as the one that would be chosen if the problemwere
solved afresh at t + s. This occurs because underthe rationalexpectations assumption one may gain benefits at t from the effects of an
announcedpolicy plan for period t + s. It may be best to forgo some
benefitat t + s for the benefitsat t. Yet if the problemis solved anew at
t + s, those benefitsat t generatedby people's expectations at t of how
policy would be chosen at t + s have alreadybeen formedand will not
be lost if those expectationsturnout to be false. There is no trade-offof
benefits at t for benefits at t + s any longer, so the optimalchoice will
ignorethe now-obsolete trade-off.
Wheneverthe effects of currentpolicy choices dependon expectations
of how futurepolicy will be chosen (andwhetheror not expectationsare
rational)there is likely to be an incentive for policymakersto renege on
previouscommitmentsaboutthe natureof futurepolicy plans. This may
explain why, historically, announcementsof future policy plans have
frequentlynot proved correct and why policymakersencounterpublic
skepticismover theirannouncedintentionsfor futurepolicy.
Advocates of the rationalexpectationsapproachhave recognizedthe
strengthof the objections that the public is not likely to absorb and act
quicklyon new informationabout plans for futurepolicy and that, due
to the inconsistency of optimalpolicy underrationalexpectations, the
3. Finn E. Kydland and Edward C. Prescott, "Rules Rather than Discretion: The
Inconsistency of Optimal Plans, Journal of Political Economy, vol. 85 (June 1977), pp.
473-91.
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public is not likely even to believe announcedplans for future policy.
Theirresponse has usually been to suggest that policy ought to follow
fixed "rules." By a rule is meant a function, h, determiningc, as a
functionof y,. That is, ratherthan findingthe optimumc, at t, a policy
authorityfollowinga fixed rulefindsthe best h on the assumptionthat it
will set c, = h(y,) now and at all dates in the future. The truly optimum
choice of c, on the rational expectations assumption would involve
contingencyplansinwhicha differentfunction,h5,was usedto determine
cs fromy5at each s in the future.
The rationalexpectationsassumptionis less unrealisticwhen applied
to analysisof the long-runeffects of fixedrules. If the ruleis implemented
and adhered to for some time, people will eventually come to believe
that there is a high probabilitythat future policy will be set using the
rule. The difficultyof getting the public to believe in announcedplans
for future policy is thus eliminated. Also, in these circumstances the
public should eventually learn to adapt its behavioralpatterns so that
they are not far from optimumgiven the announcedrule-even if only
by trial and error. This removes the objection that the public may not
have the computationalcapacity to adaptoptimallyto announcedplans
for futurepolicy.
But these argumentsonly suggest limitations,stringentones at that,
to the rangeof applicabilityof rationalexpectations analysis of policy.
They should not be interpreted, as they sometimes have been, as
prescriptionsthat policy should always take the form of fixed rules and
thatone shouldbe restrictedto analysisof the effects of permanentshifts
in fixed rules. As I will arguefurtherbelow, most analysis of macroeconomicpolicy is not properlytreatedas a problemof choosing an optimal
fixed rule. This means that the rationalexpectations assumption is a
treacheroustool in analyzingmost problemsof macroeconomicpolicy
choice. As shown below, fortunately,the rationalexpectationsassumption is not the only logicallyconsistent way to proceedwith econometric
policy analysis in the face of the rationalexpectationscritique.

Valid Reduced Forms for Policy Analysis
Thereis a distinctionbetween actions policymakerscan take now, at
t, and their plans for future actions. When this distinction is made
properly, there is no doubt that a model capable of making accurate
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conditionalprojectionsof the effects of variouspotentialpolicy actions
is possible. Indeed, no reasonabledecision about policy action can be
madewithoutsuch a model.
The rationalexpectations critique argues that what happens to the
economyfollowinga policy action dependson the public'sexpectations
of the futureas well as on the currentaction. But policy can affect the
public's expectations only throughpolicy actions. While an incorrect
model is certainly capable of ignoringthese effects, there is no reason
why a model necessarilyfails to includeindirecteffects of policy actions
throughtheirinfluenceon expectations.Whena modelcorrectlyincludes
these effects, it will make valid conditionalprojectionsof the effects of
policy and will be useful in guidingpolicy choice. Controltheory could
even properlybe used in conjunctionwith such a model to guide policy
choice.
One kind of policy action is an announcementof plans for future
policy; one part of the state of the economy might consist of previous
announcementsabout plans for policy. Rationalexpectations analysis
may help us understandthe effect of announcementsas policy actions.
Kydland and Prescott might be regardedas having explained, using
rationalexpectations,why announcementeffects areordinarilyof minor
importance.Certainlypolicy actions other than announcementsare at
least as important as announcements themselves in influencing the
public's beliefs aboutfuturepolicy.
The fact that some effects of a policy action occur througheffects on
expectationsdoes not necessarilyimplythatone mustexplicitlyidentify
the parametersof expectation-formationmechanismsto obtain models
that correctly project the effects of the action. An analogy may be
helpful.Suppose one wantedto projectthe effects on the peanutmarket
of an excise tax on peanuts. The effects will dependon parametersboth
of the supply curve and the demandcurve. But this is only because the
reduced form of the model, which relates the excise tax to its consequences for peanutprices and quantities,depends on the parametersof
supplyand demand.All one needs to know to discover the effects of the
excise tax are the parameters of this reduced form. These may be
discovered without explicitly determiningthe parametersof demand
and supply, andtheirusefulness for projectingthe effects of policy does
not depend on how they are discovered. Correspondingly,effects of
policy actions that affect expectation-formationmechanisms can be
correctlyevaluatedwith models that are reducedform in the sense that
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they do not explicitly display the parametersof the expectation-formation mechanism.
Kydland and Prescott display an example which purportsto show
that attemptsto use reduced-formmodels to make conditionalprojections and then to choose policy actions on the basis of those projections
is likely to lead to bad policy choices-precisely the opposite of what is
claimed here.4 In their example they assume that the economy is
characterizedby a simple rationalexpectationsPhillipscurve,
(1)

Ut = a - b[Pt - Et-I(Pt)],

where Utis the unemploymentrateandPt is the pricelevel. They assume
further that the policy authority has an objective function that puts
negativeweighton the level of unemploymentandon the absolutevalue
of the rate of inflationand that Pt is directly controlledby policy. If the
economy has long been in a situationsuch thatEt l (P,) = Pt I1,that is,
price follows a randomwalk and expected inflationis zero, econometricians mightcorrectlydiscover that
(2)

Ut = a - b(Pt - Pt

If econometricianstook b in equation2 to be structural,in the sense of
invariantunderpolicy intervention,they mightbe misledinto suggesting
that the mean of U, could be lowered by increasingthe mean rate of
inflation.5But obviously increasingthe meanprice changefromzero to,
say, Q would change the public's price expectations. Assuming the
public adapts its expectations to the new policy, eventuallyE,_ I(P) =
Pt l1 + Q, which from 1 we can see would changethe constanttermin 2
from a to a + bQ. The result would be a highermean level of inflation,
but no change in the mean level of unemployment.If econometricians
mistakenlysupposedthat there hadbeen an exogenous shift in a so that
the new version of 2 with a increasedby bQ was taken to be structural,
they could repeattheir initialmistakenanalysis and advice. The contin4. Ibid.
5. This use of "structural" to mean invariant under intervention follows Leonid
Hurwicz, "On the Structural Form of Interdependent Systems," in Ernest Nagel and
others, eds., Logic, Methodology and Philosophy of Science (Stanford University Press,
1962), pp. 232-39; and Tjalling C. Koopmans and Augustus F. Bausch, "Selected Topics
in Economics Involving Mathematical Reasoning," SIAM Review, vol. 1 (July 1959), pp.
138-48.
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ued revision of 2 and change in the mean rate of inflationthat would
come with repeatedattempts to affect unemploymentby manipulating
inflationcould eventually result in a stable equilibriumin which the
ultimateversion of 2 implieda trade-offbetween increasedinflationand
decreased unemploymentsuch that no furtherchange in the inflation
rateappeareddesirable.
Whatthis exampleshows is only thata false reducedformcan lead to
bad policy. If there are no announcementeffects, or if the public does
not pay attentionto such announcementsas they are made, the public's
expectationsaboutfutureprices can be affected only by history.
The public'sexpectationsdependon the mechanismthey use to learn
about policy formation,but in the absence of direct observationof the
psychology and politics of policymaking,their price expectations will
be basedonly on the historyof pricesandunemployment.Thisis because
prices and unemployment are the only variables of interest to the
policymakers and because setting the price level is the only action
availableto them.
Thereare no otherinfluenceson the economy to which policymakers
mightbe responding.But expectationswill dependin a complicatedway
on the whole historyof prices and unemploymentup to the currentdate.
The correct reduced form, therefore, must make the currentlevel of
unemploymentdepend on the currentprice and many lagged values of
prices, probably in a nonlinear way. The mistaken course of policy
Kydlandand Prescott describe depends on econometricianspersisting
in believing in the incorrectreduced-form2, even as policy produces a
historical sample in which it should become quite clear that 2 is not
correct. If instead econometriciansexperimentedwith distributedlag
versions of 2 duringthe policy of deliberateinflation,they would soon
discover that the correct specification makes the unemploymentrate
depend on something closer to the difference between the current
inflationrate and its recent averagelevel. Even an approximatereduced
formof this naturewould lead them to suggest a policy not far from the
optimal one, and it would not be necessary that they realize that the
underlyingbehavioralmodel was 1.
Not only are valid reducedforms possible, they are essential. Economists may confine themselves to rational expectations analysis of
the effects of permanentchangesin policy rule, renouncingany claimto
be able to produceestimates of the immediateeffects of policy actions.
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But before they can recommendthat a change in rule be implemented,
they must somehow decide whether it is likely that there will be shortrunnegativeconsequences to makingthe change largeenough to offset
the permanentlong-rungains. Such an assessment necessarily is based
on a probabilitydistributionfor the immediate consequences of the
changein rule, that is, on a reduced-formmodel.

Regime Shifts versus Normal Policymaking
Fromthe above discussion it can be seen thatfor policy analysis one
needs a valid reduced-formmodel and that one can know the form of
such a model withoutknowinghow expectation-formationmechanisms
are embedded in it. It is also apparentthat a valid reduced form will
make relativelyprecise conditionalprojectionsfor the effects of policy
actions or sequences of actions that are close in form to what has been
observed historically. The role of a priori knowledge, or subjective
guesswork, in the projections one makes with the valid reduced-form
model will be increased as one makes projections conditional on sequences of policy actions more remote from what has been observed
historically.
Rational expectations analysis has focused attention on a type of
action that can be analyzedonly with stronga prioriassumptionsabout
the behaviorof the private sector-a one-time shift in regimeor policy
rule. The change in rulewill resultin a sequence of policy actions that is
completely without precedent, so there is no hope of simply looking at
the historicaldatafor similarsequences of actionsto determinethe likely
consequences.
But permanentshifts in policy regimeare by definitionrareevents. If
they occurredoften they would not be permanent.Politicalrhetoricthat
soundsas if it is concernedwith a permanentchange in the policy rule is
not rare. This is only naturalwhen groups with differentinterests and
ideals contendfor control of policy. Each would changethe ruleif given
exclusive and permanentcontrol of policy. In a system in which this
does not happen policy is generated by a steady, though not entirely
predictable, swinging of the political pendulum. These swings are
reversible, and the public understandsthem to be so. They are not
changes in the policy rule of the type for which rationalexpectations
analysisis suited.
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Normallypolicy actions aregeneratedby a mechanismthat, fromthe
pointof view of the public,formsa moreor less stablestochasticprocess.
Treated as an abstract problem in control theory, this situation may
seem to present no interesting analytical difficulties;it may seem to
ariseonly when policymakersare satisfiedwith a preexistingsolutionto
the controlproblem.But as I argueabove, solutionsto dynamicdecision
problems are not in fact computed once for all. They are regularly
recomputedwith increasedprecisionin the analysisof the consequences
of currentand immediatefuturepolicy actions. These recurrentreevaluations of policy options are, by construction,frequent. Althoughany
one of them may be of less social importancethan a single permanent
shiftof policy regime,they are nonethelesscumulativelyimportant.Use
of valid reduced forms to project the likely consequences of various
possible policy actions has been and will continue to be a useful part of
this continuingprocess of normalpolicymaking.
Even in normalpolicymaking,the question of evaluatingthe effects
of unprecedentedpolicy actions arises. As one solves the problem of
optimalchoice of ct at t, one must in principleprojectthe effects of every
possible set of contingencyplans for policy action and choose the best.
Some of those possible contingencyplans will be far out of the rangeof
historicalexperience. But in a world of shiftingpolitical fortunes and
imperfectanalysis by policymakers, the historical record will show a
considerable range of policy actions, and the strongest disputes are
likely to be between people advocatingpolicy actions of types that have
been triedbefore. The historicalrecordis likely to be especially valuable
in projectingthe effects of such actions. Radicallynew types of policy
are likely to be, andoughtto be, discountedbecause it is recognizedthat
their effects are uncertain.For a formaldecision-theoreticapproachto
do this discountingproperly,the reduced-formmodel used would have
to recognize explicitly the uncertaintyabout the a priori restrictions
embodied in the model's specification. Informallythe same effect is
obtainedwhen policymakerstreatsuggestionsfor radicalshifts in policy
skeptically, even when the point estimates from econometric models
suggestthat the results would be good.
There are cases that seem intermediatebetween the case of a pure
permanentshift in regimeand the case of normalpolicymaking.
Suppose, for example, that policy is concernedonly with setting the
money stock and that there are just two views on how this should be
done, view A and view B. There is an unobservable variable, st,
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measuringthe politicalstrengthof A relativeto B, and the actualmoney
stock is determinedby a well-definedfunction with s, as an argument.
For example, s, mightrangebetween zero and 1 and in each period the
actualm, mightbe mts, + m/B (1 - s,), where mAand mBare the values
favoredunderviews A and B. If the shift back and forthbetween views
A and B occurredpersistently, it would eventually generate historical
data covering all values of st. From the point of view of the public, the
two views andthe stochasticprocess for stjointlygenerateactualpolicy
choice accordingto a single probabilitymechanism.One can therefore
expect, from analysis of a sufficientlylong stretch of data, to obtain by
directobservationusefulinformationabouthow the stateof the economy
responds to policy actions, just as in any situationin which policy has
been generatedby a single probabilitymechanismin the historicaldata.
Of course, a fully accuratemodel would be quite nonlinear.One might
hope,'though,that it could be well approximatedby a linearmodel with
unknownstochasticallyvaryingcoefficients. Since thereis no particular
reason to suppose the economy is well characterizedby a linearmodel
with fixed coefficients even in the absence of complicatedprobability
mechanisms for policy formation, it is not clear that the problem of
estimatingthe response of the economy to policy is fundamentallymore
difficult in the presence of such persistent oscillation in the policy
mechanismthanin its absence.
This argumentis not meant to deny that explicit modelingof expectationformationand its dependenceon policy could be useful. If in the
example s, changed slowly with time, there might be long periods in
whichit was nearly 1 or nearlyzero. A rationalexpectationsanalysis of
datadrawnentirelyfroma periodwithstnearzero might,fromknowledge
of the policy mechanismfavoredby view B anduse of a prioriidentifying
restrictions,succeed in predictinghow the economy would behave in a
period with s, near 1. Thus explicit modeling of the connection of
expectation-formationmechanismsto policy in an accuratelyidentified
modelwouldallowbetteruse of the data.The resultingprobabilitymodel
for the effects of policy actions would, with a given amountof data, be
sharperin the sense of providingless uncertainpredictions.The model
estimatedwithoutusing so much previous knowledgewould, however,
still be a true probability model, giving an accurate picture of the
uncertaintyin its own predictions.And its validitywould not dependon
the validityof the extra previous knowledge.
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The Case for Empirical Policy Analysis
Returningto the example of the excise tax on peanuts, how can one
estimate the reduced form needed? If there had never before been an
excise tax on peanuts, one would have to rely on hunchand intuitionto
generateidentifyingrestrictions.With these one could estimate supply
anddemandcurves. In effect, one wouldbe applyinga priorirestrictions
to use historically observed data on variationin things other than an
excise tax (supplyand demandshifts)to estimatethe effects of an excise
tax.
At the opposite extreme, there might have been a great deal of
historically observed variation in excise taxes, all of it generated by
considerations(fiscal needs of the government,for example) unrelated
to randomdisturbancesto supply and demandfor peanuts. Then one
couldestimatethe requiredreducedformby regression(possiblynonlinear, possibly dynamic)of price and quantityof peanuts,on the tax rate
in the historical sample. Even in this case one would be using some a
priori restrictions, choosing some functional form for the regression,
and assumingthat form to be stable in time.
Intermediatecases are possible also. The tax rate mightbe strongly
related to employment in the whole economy, for example. It would
thennotbe predetermined,butwithsome knowledgeaboutdeterminants
of employmentand their relationto the peanut market, one mightfind
identifyingassumptionsthatpermittedestimationof the effect of the tax
on peanut quantityand price (for instance, by findingan instrumental
variablefor the tax rate). In this case one would be using some a priori
restrictionson the private sector in the estimation, but the supply and
demandof peanutswould not need to be estimated.
As anotherexample,if a changeinthe moneystockwere contemplated
andthe money stock had never changedin recordedhistory, the task of
using historical data to estimate a valid reduced form to predict the
effects of a change in the money stock would be difficult, though not
impossible. One would have to invoke hypotheses about how variation
in other things could be used to deduce the effect of variationin money
supply.If there hadbeen some variationin money supplyhistorically,it
would be possible to obtain more accurate estimates of the effects of
money-supplyvariation,and one would probablyabandonsome of the
moredoubtfulhypotheses invoked in the absence of historicalvariation
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in the money supply. The smaller that variation is relative to the
contemplatedchange in the money supply, the less reliable would be
conditionalforecasts based on the historical data. This is simply an
exampleof the generalprinciplethatextrapolationof a statisticalmodel
farbeyondthe rangeof historyto whichthe modelwas fityieldsunreliable
results.This unreliabilityarises because the model's extrapolationslean
more heavily on aspects of the specificationdependenton one's inevitably uncertaina prioribeliefs, less on evidence from the data, as the
conditionsfromwhich one extrapolatesmove furtheraway fromhistorical experience.

All the points in the precedingparagraphare commonplaceto anyone
who has used statisticalmodels. They have nothingto do with rational
expectations in principle.The rationalexpectations critiqueof econometric policy analysis has been taken by some to show that policy
analysisbased on attemptsto extrapolatethe effects of alternativepolicy
actions using econometric models is logically unsound. A careful look
into the matter, however, reveals that this is not so. The rational
expectationscritiqueis only a specialcase of the moregeneralcautionary
note-statistical models are likely to become unreliablewhen extrapolatedto makepredictionsforconditionsfaroutsidethe rangeexperienced
in the sample.
Oneof the maincontributionsof the rationalexpectationsassumption
to macroeconomicshas been to provide examples showing how even a
sequence of policy actions, c, whose size at each date, t, is within the
historicallynormalrangecouldbe faroutsidethe rangeof pastexperience
in the relevant sense if its time patternwere historicallyunusual. The
same considerationsthat would lead to cautionin predictingthe effects
of an increase in c, of 25 percent in one quarterwhen the historical
standarderrorof quarterlychanges in c, is 3 percent should also signal
caution about predictingthe effects of twelve successive quartersof
positive 3 percent change in c, when historicallyc, has behaved like a
seriallyuncorrelatedstochasticprocess. Bothtypes of actionareoutside
the historicallynormalrange; both would have effects on the public's
predictionmethodsand uncertaintylevels.
Are Existing Large-Scale Models Useful?
I have argued elsewhere that existing large-scale models embody
identifyingrestrictionsthat are not in fact believed, even as approxima-
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tions, by most economists.6I also argued,though,that they representa
valuable summary of a great deal of historical experience and that
forecasts from them are useful. The reason is that the identifying
restrictionsare pragmaticallyadjustedto avoid obvious conflicts with
the data, so that they can be regardedas convenient simplifications,not
as a prioriknowledge imposed on the data. Accordingto this interpretation,the restrictionscannotin fact be of value in identifyingthe model,
thoughthey are useful in improvingits forecastingperformance.
Though this is harsh criticism, it does not lead to the iconoclastic
conclusionof Lucas and Sargent:"thatmodernmacroeconomicmodels
are of no value in guiding policy and that this condition will not be
remedied by modifications along any line which is currently being
pursued."7 They seem to base this conclusionon the view thatno aspect
of the structureof such models is likely to remainfixed under policy
interventionsbecause of the rationalexpectationscritique.It shouldbe
clearby now thatif this paper'sargumentis accepted, the only aspect of
a model's identificationthat is crucial to its yielding useful projections
of the effects of policy is its distinctionbetween policy-settingbehavior
and the behavior of the public given policy acts. False "identifying"
restrictionsthat do not distortthe conditionalforecastingpropertiesof
the model's sector displayingthe reaction of the public to policy acts
will not prevent the model from makinguseful conditionalforecasts of
policy effects. Thereis a real questionas to how accuratelythese models
identifythe reactionof the publicto policy, as will be shown in the next
section. However, these reasons for doubt apply just as strongly to
existing empiricalimplementationsof rationalexpectationsconcepts.
Existing large-scale models are useful as they stand, and there are
plentyof currentlysuggestedlines of work, mostly not based on rational
expectations, which are likely to improvesuch models.
Identification
While the valid reduced forms discussed above are reduced in the
sense that they do not requireexplicit estimationof all the behavioral
6. "Macroeconomics and Reality."
7. "After Keynesian Macroeconomics," in Federal Reserve Bank of Boston, After
the Phillips Curve: Persistence of High Inflation and High Unemployment, Conference
Series 19 (FRBB 1978), p. 50, reprinted in Robert E. Lucas, Jr., and Thomas J. Sargent,
eds., Rational Expectations and Econometric Practice, vol. 1 (University of Minnesota
Press, 1981), p. 296.
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parametersof the privatesector, they are not the standardreducedform
of econometrictheory except in special cases. For one thing, predeterminedvariablesthat are not policy variablesare still partof the state-ofthe-economyvector. Because the models discussed here give a conditional distributionfor the full state-of-the-economyvector next period,
they must includeequationsfor every nonpolicyvariablein that vector.
More importantly,every policy variable is an explanatoryvariable in
these models. A standardreduced form contains only predetermined
variablesas explanatoryvariables. Policy variablesneed not be predetermined. When they are not, estimation of the type of reduced form
underdiscussion raises the usual problemsof identifyingparametersin
a simultaneousequationsmodel.
Whilethe rationalexpectationscritiqueof econometricpolicyanalysis
is not as fatal as it might seem, imposing rational expectations does
create difficultiesin distinguishingbetween policy behaviorand private
sectorresponsethathavenotbeen confrontedinmostmacroeconometric
work, even in work that assumes rational expectations. The Lucas
critiqueexplains that one must rethinkthe definitionof structure,and
hence of identification,when choosing a fixed policy rule.8It does not
directlysay anythingaboutthe problemof identifyinganddistinguishing
between policy actions and public reaction. Indeed, the simple models
commonly used to illustrate the Lucas critique handle this kind of
identificationproblem by assumingthat policy variablesare predetermined, which is the same assumption as that underlying the usual
approachto estimatingand simulatingstandardmacromodels.
For example, Sargentand Wallaceuse a model with reducedform:
(3)

Yt = ao + alyt_I + ut + a3et,

where utis the disturbanceto an aggregatesupplyequation,Ytis output,
and et is the disturbanceto the money-supplyequation.9Their point is
that equation 3 does not contain the parametersof the money-supply
rule, and hence the choice of those parameters cannot affect the
stochasticbehaviorofyt. Butthey introducetheirpaperwitha discussion
8. Robert E. Lucas, Jr., "Econometric Policy Evaluation: A Critique,"in Karl Brunner
and Allan H. Meltzer, eds., The Phillips Curve and Labor Markets, Carnegie-Rochester
Conference Series on Public Policy, vol. 1 (Amsterdam: North-Holland, 1976), pp. 19-46.
9. Thomas J. Sargent and Neil Wallace, "Rational Expectations and the Theory of
Economic Policy," Journal of Monetary Economics, vol. 2 (April 1976), pp. 169-83.
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of MiltonFriedman'sproposedfixed percentagegrowthraterulefor the
money stock, making it clear that they are presenting grounds for
believing such a rule would not be suboptimal.In their model if such a
rule did not eliminateor reduce variancein et it would have no effect at
allandtherewouldbe little pointin discussingit. Thereis thus animplicit
assumption that 3 would remain fixed not only for changes in the
systematicpart of the policy rule but also for changes in the stochastic
behaviorof e. In particular,a changein rulethat set the variancein et to
zero would leave 3 invariant.Furthermore,the main reason for paying
attentionto 3 is that there are strong, relativelywell-behaved,dynamic
statisticalrelationsbetween the money stock andy, in historicaldata.
Equation 3 explains this observation as arising from a connection
between random disturbances in money supply and movements in
output, but without furtherassumptionsone can neither interpretthis
connection as causal nor draw policy conclusions. Part of the moneysupplydisturbancemay not be generatedby policy; andat least this part
may be affected by contemporaneousmovements in disturbancesto
other equations in the system. If these possibilities are importantin
practice,the monetaristimplicationsof 3 wouldbe substantiallyaltered,
even thoughthe formalconclusionthat changesin the parametersof the
money-supplyrule do not affect the behaviorof Ytwould remainvalid.
In the extreme, if no part of the disturbanceto money supply could be
affectedby policy, then no monetaryrule could affect Ytand discussion
of the Friedmanrulewouldbe pointless. In makingconditionalforecasts
of the effects of policy, it is necessary to identify the policy-induced
componentof et and to make an assumptionabout how u, responds to
this component.
The assumptionsthat Sargentand Wallace make, that et is uncorrelated with other disturbances and that the money-supply equation
involves no currentvalues of variablesotherthanmoney, amountto the
standardassumptionof simultaneousequationseconometrics-that the
money stock is predetermined. The assertion that money stock is
predeterminedis not testable by itself because, as is well known, any
simultaneousequations model can be transformedto a Wold causal
chain form, in which an arbitrarilychosen variablebecomes predeterminedin all but one of the equations.It is, however, testablejointly with
otherrestrictions.In a BPEA paperten years ago Goldfeldand Blinder
tested for the importanceof policy endogeneity by using instrumental
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variablesfor policy variablesin estimatingthe system. Instrumentswere
availablebecause of maintainedhypotheseson the formof the nonpolicy
equationsof the system. 10It is often-perhaps even nearlyalways-the
case that an assertion that policy variables are predeterminedcan be
plausibleonly because of a belief that policy can respondto nonpolicy
variablesonly with a delay. For the delay to be exactly one periodin the
time units in which the data happento be measuredwould be a bizarre
coincidence in most applications.If the delay is more than one period,
andone imposes this delay in the formof the policy-formationequations,
overidentifying restrictions are generated that allow testing for the
predeterminednessof policy variableswithout restrictionson the nonpolicy equationsof the system. In the limitas the delaybecomes infinite,
so that there is no feedback from nonpolicy variablesto policy, policy
variablepredeterminednessis equivalentto exogeneity, whichis testable
by methodsI have describedelsewhere.11
Economists are accustomed to testing their specifications,formally
andinformally,forthe presenceof substantialfeedbackover timeperiods
of a quarteror a year. In the case of the money stock, I and others have
tested a strictexogeneity assumptionandfound it well supportedby the
U.S. data in small systems not includingan interest rate. Althoughhis
statisticalworkis less formal,Friedman'sempiricalworkon the relation
of money and income is most naturallyinterpretedas buildingevidence
for a predeterminednessassumption. His work acknowledgesthe possibility that feedback exists and that some of the observed cyclical
variationin money stock representsresponse of the stock to changes in
business conditions ratherthan deliberatepolicy-inducedshifts, but he
bringsforwardevidence that most of the largevariationsin the stock did
not result from feedback. His use of evidence on the relative timingof
turningpointsin the money stock andin business activityis one category
of such evidence. But he also tries to show that the time from a turning
point in the money stock to a subsequent turning point in business
activity is less variable than the correspondinggap when the turning
point in business activity precedes that in the money stock. And he
10. Stephen M. Goldfeld and Alan S. Blinder, "Some Implications of Endogenous
Stabilization Policy," BPEA, 3:1972, pp. 585-640.
11. "Exogeneity and Causal Ordering in Macroeconometric Models," in Federal
Reserve Bank of Minneapolis, New Methods in Business Cycle Research (FRBM 1977),
pp. 23-43, and "Money, Income, and Causality," American Economic Review, vol. 62
(September 1972), pp. 540-52.
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displays evidence that the variabilityof the money stock is related to
subsequent variabilityin business activity."2I interpretFriedmanas
trying to convince us that most of the observed correlationof money
with income stems fromthe correlationof unpredictabledisturbancesin
the money stock with subsequentmovementsin income. This amounts
to convincingus that money can appropriatelybe treated as predetermined.
But evidence, of whatever sort, that money stock is predetermined
can only show that a reasonable statisticalmodel can be developed in
which one equationis a regressionof money stock on lagged values of
other variablesand in which this equation'sdisturbanceis independent
of other equations' disturbances. Such evidence can never prove that
the equationin question, or its disturbances,is actuallywhat we thinkit
is-a reflectionof monetarypolicy choices. The applicationof rational
expectationsto financialmarketmodelinghas generateda wide rangeof
examples in which speculative arbitragegives a misleadingimpression
of exogeneity and causality. These examples give good reason for
concernthatusualeconometricanalysis, includingespeciallymonetarist
models, may be badly biased by an identificationproblem. Variables
determinedin financialmarkets,such as interestrates, asset prices, and
nominalstocks of assets, are likely to appearpredeterminedandto have
substantialexplanatorypower for other variables in the model, even
when they are only passive reflectionsof real economic activity.
That this can occur with, say, a stock price, is not hard to see.
Obviously for small time-intervals, to a reasonable approximation,a
stock price mustfollow:
(4)

E,(P,

=

1P,

where P, is the stock price and E, is expectation conditionalon informationavailableat t. If 4 were farfromtrue, therewouldbe a predictable
componentto price changes, creatingroom for arbitrageprofits. Even
for a small company, there is likely to be a relationbetween earnings
andbusiness cycle conditions, not because the company's performance
12. These remarks refer to Milton Friedman, "The Demand for Money: some Theoretical and Empirical Results," Journal of Political Economy, vol. 67 (August 1959), pp.
327-51; "The Lag in the Effect of Monetary Policy," Journal of Political Economy, vol.
69 (October 1961), pp. 447-66; and Milton Friedman and Anna J. Schwartz, "Money and
Business Cycles," Review of Economics and Statistics, vol. 45, no. 1, pt. 2 (February
1963), pp. S32-S64.
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affects GNP, but because general economic conditions affect the company's performance.Yet 4 implies that P,, I - P, is uncorrelatedwith
GNP occurringat t or earlier.The level of Pt has alreadycapturedany
predictableeffect on Pt, 1 of GNP occurringat t or earlier.Thus Pt,
Pt is correlatedonly with informationabout GNP thatis new at t + 1.
If the public has ways of anticipatingmovements in GNP that are
better than extrapolatingpast movements in GNP itself, Pt will have
predictivevalue for GNP beyond that containedin past values of GNP
itself. Yet 4 impliesthat GNP does not help predictP in this sense. As is
by now well understood, this implies that there is a distributedlag
regressionof GNP on P with exogenous P. 13
More intuitively, historical investigatorswill find that majormovements in GNP are preceded by unpredictedmovements in P. If they
were already disposed to think that movements in P were causing
movements in GNP, this findingmight appearto confirmtheir belief.
Nonetheless, it is clearthatfor an asset pricelike this such a findingdoes
notindicatethatthe correlationsof P with GNP representa causaleffect
of P on GNP. Arbitrageandforecastingcreates a patternof correlations
thatmimicswhat would reasonablybe expected of a causal relation.
No one is likely to be misled into thinkinga single company's equity
pricesdetermineGNP;butwhenan asset priceis an overallstock market
index, or a long-terminterestrate, or Tobin's q, the riskmay be greater.
Infact the risk even exists for the stock of money.
The stock of money is, of course, not an asset price. It is not even the
productof a marketpricewith a quantityof an asset. One is accustomed
to thinkingof it as in effect set by the monetaryauthority.As I have
arguedelsewhere, it is thereforenot apparentthat worries about statistical exogeneity of money being induced by speculative activity are of
any importance.14 But it is in fact plausiblethat much movementin the
money stock, particularlyin the short run, is responsive to demand. It
is possible to construct a rationalexpectations, equilibriummodel in
which the monetary authority is completely passive, in which the
stochastic process generating output could not be affected by the
monetaryauthoritieseven if they attemptedto do so, yet in whichmoney
stock has predictivepower for outputand is statisticallyexogenous.
One way to constructsuch a model is to introducemoney into Hall's
-

13. See my "Money, Income, andCausality."
14. "ExogeneityandCausalOrdering."
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permanentincome consumptionmodel."5Hall assumes that consumers
maximizeexpected lifetimeutilityof the form,
(5)

=o + 6)sU(C)1
EL>(I

subjectto the budgetconstraints,
(6)

Ct + Wt= Yt+ (I + rt)Wt+l,

t = O,. ..,

where Ctis consumption, Wtis net worth, rtis the interest rate, 8 is the
subjectivediscountrate, and Ytis income. The budgetconstraintsimply
that borrowing or lending at the same rate, rt, is possible for each
consumer,regardlessof that consumer'scurrentnet worth.
If rt is fixed forever at r, and if Ytis given exogenously, Hall shows
thata necessary conditionfor a solutionto the consumer'soptimization
problemis
(7)

Et(DUt+I) = [(1 + 8)/(1 + r)]DUt,

whereDUt = U'(Ct).As in equation4 and the stock price example, this
implies that the marginalutility of consumption will behave like an
exogenous variable in any model includingit and any other variables
observableby the publicat t. Because in this problemDUtis a monotonic
function of Ct, the latter will itself behave to a close approximationas
exogenous. It will be exactly exogenous if U is quadratic.
Now suppose there is a transactionsdemandfor noninterest-bearing
money, Mt,which dependson the volumeof consumption.This idea can
be representedby includingmoney as an argumentin the utilityfunction.
Then U(Cs)in 5 can be replacedby U(Cs,Ms)and the constraints6 by
(8) Ct + Wt+ Mt = Yt+ Mt_- + (I + rt)Wt_-

t = O....

The first-ordercondition, equation7, is unaffectedby addingMt to the
problem,except that in it DUt is replacedby DIUt = aU(Ct,Mt)/aCt. It
still can be interpretedas "saying that marginalutilityof income is best
predictedby its own currentvalue," but now, in general,marginalutility
of consumptiondepends on M as well as C.
15. Robert E. Hall, "Stochastic Implications of the Life Cycle-Permanent Income
Hypothesis: Theory and Evidence," Journal of Political Economy, vol. 86 (December
1978), pp. 971-1007.
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One additionalfirst-ordercondition can be obtained for the extra
choice variable,M:
(9)

D2Ut = DI Ut - Et(DIUt+1)/(l + 8).

But from 7 this is
(10)

D2Ut = [r/(1 + r)]DiUt.

Equation 10 provides an exact contemporaneousrelationbetween Mt
and Ct. Because of this exact dependence, the marginal utility of
consumptioncan be writtenas a functionof eitherCtor Mtalone. Hence
the fact that marginalutility is its own best predictormeans that this is
approximatelytrue also for both Mtand Ct. Both would be exactly their
own best predictorsif U were quadratic.
Hall's is a version of the permanentincome theory of consumption
andimpliesthe familiardistributedlag relationof income with consumption-though with consumption, not income, exogenous. With Mt a
functionof currentCt, clearly Mt is also stronglyrelatedto income and
predetermined.
The example treats the price level as fixed and hence implies that
monetary policy ratifies the shifts in money demand that occur as
permanentincome shifts, keeping the price level fixed by open market
operations in the single commodity. In this sense monetary policy is
completely passive. The statisticalexogeneity of money in distributed
lag regressionsof income on money in this model has nothingto do with
predeterminednessof policy decisions.
The most serious objection to the model, which applies also to the
originalHall model, is thatno reasonablegeneralequilibriumframework
could leave real interest rates fixed forever. Equation 7 implies that
marginalutility cannot be a stationarystochastic process with positive
mean. This is because with fixed r, optimal accumulation leads to
consumptiondriftingoff to zero or infinity. Thus the model must be
taken as an approximation.If rt is a continuousfunction of time, 7 will
be true to an arbitrarilyclose approximationwith data measured at
sufficientlysmalltime intervals.16
16. The approximation involved here is really the same as that needed to justify 4, the
equation describing the unpredictability of stock prices. That equation ignores interest
rate effects and cannot hold exactly in the face of a random interest rate. But both 4 and 7
will work arbitrarily well as econometric specifications, in a certain sense, if the time unit
is small. The argument for this is given in my "Martingale-Like Behavior of Prices,"
Discussion Paper 489 (National Bureau of Economic Research, June 1980).
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This example is not meant to be taken as an assertionabout the way
the world works. It is an illustrationshowing that we cannot take a
demonstrationthatmoney stock is statisticallypredeterminedto be good
evidence that dynamicregressionsof real variableson the money stock
displaythe effectof monetarypolicydisturbanceson those realvariables.
Althoughthe example includes some arbitraryassumptions,it is in this
respect like rationalexpectations models of the Phillips curve, which
illustratethatone cannot supposethata Phillipscurve will remainstable
under a change in monetarypolicy rule. It also functions like Tobin's
model, which, while holdingmoney passive, generatestimingrelations
amongmoney stock and real variableslike those found by Friedman.17
The present example generates a stochastic process for money and
income in which movements in output are preceded by unpredictable
movements in money stock, even though monetarypolicy has nothing
to do with generatingthe movementsin output.
Such an example can be considerablyelaborated-to include a role
for money as a bufferagainsttemporaryfluctuationsin income, to relate
transactionsdemandfor money to currentincome as well as consumption, to allow for the possibility of inflation. But even a much more
realistic example could preserve the basic idea that changes in money
demand,accommodatedby the monetaryauthority,reflectanticipations
of futurefluctuationsin real activity.
Grangercausalpriorityof money-the conditionthatthe best forecast
of money be formed from lagged values of money alone-remains a
characteristic of U.S. data through the current period for systems
including money, prices, and a measure of real activity. A natural
measure of the degree to which Grangercausal priority holds is the
percentageof forecast errorvarianceaccountedfor by a variable'sown
future disturbances in a multivariatelinear autoregressive model. In
such a system the k-stepaheadforecast errorfor each variableis a linear
combinationof forecast errors 1 throughk steps ahead in the variable
itself and in other variablesin the system. A variablethat is optimally
forecast from its own lagged values will have all its forecast error
varianceaccountedfor by its own disturbances.Table 1displaysresults,
shown in parentheses,for a three-variablesystem formedfromMI, real
GNP, and the GNP deflatorand estimatedfrom data throughthe third
17. James Tobin, "Money and Income: Post Hoc Ergo Propter Hoc?" Quarterly
Journal of Economics, vol. 84 (May 1970), pp. 301-17.

Figure 1. Dynamics of the Three-VariableSystema
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a. See the discussion of table I in the text and the appendix for details. The variables are defined in the notes to
table 2. The vertical scale makes the distance from one horizontal axis to the one above it correspond to I percent
of the original level of the variables before the shock.
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Table 1. Percentage Variance Decompositions,Six and Fourteen Quarters Ahead,
in Three- and Six-VariableAutoregressiveSystems, 1948:3 through 1981:3a
Errorvariance
Forecast
horizon
(quarters)

Ml

6
6
14
14

(96.0)
57.5
(81.0)
39.1

Three-month Treasury
bill rate

6
14

GNP deflator

Innovation
variable
Ml

Threemnonith
Treaslury GNP
bill rate deflator

Real
GNP

Federal
expendi- Federal
tures revenues

24.0

(19.1)
29.7
(38.0)
33.7

(41.0)
15.1
(36.0)
13.9

...
4.7
. . .
7.5

...
27.2
...
24.4

35.4
31.5

72.6
72.8

0.3
2.7

21.4
18.5

1.3
1.3

4.5
5.3

6
6
14
14

(1.6)
2.1
(11.7)
9.6

...
0.5
...
1.1

(80.3)
65.7
(59.7)
47.7

(0.3)
0.4
(4.5)
3.7

...
20.1

...
16.7

22.4

16.7

6
6
14
14

(2.4)
1.5
(7.3)
8.2

...
0.2
...
1.1

(0.6)
0.9
(2.4)
1.5

(58.8)
56.5
(59.5)
47.4

...
8.1
...
12.7

...
18.2

Federal expenditures

6
14

1.5
1.6

1.1
1.2

2.8
2.0

0.8
1.6

60.1
47.7

1.1
1.5

Federal revenues

6
14

1.9
10.1

0.2
0.4

0.5
7.3

5.8
15.0

4.6
8.4

32.3
32.3

Real GNP

...

25.4
..

.

...

...
19.8

Sources: Estimationsby the authorbasedon datafromthe nationalincomeand productaccountsand the Board
of Governorsof the FederalReserveSystem.
a. Entriesshow the percentageof forecasterrorvariance,six and fourteenquartersahead,that is accountedfor
by innovationsin the variablesin the firstcolumn.Entriesin parenthesesare for the three-variable
system;all others
are for the six-variablesystem.

quarterof 1981, allowingfor parameterdrift.18MI emerges as Granger
causallypriorto a close approximation,while accountingfor substantial
parts of the variance in GNP and the deflator.Figure 1 shows that the
estimatedresponse of the system to a disturbancein money stock is just
18. Becausethe system allowsfor time varyingparameters,it is not linear.Stochastic
parametersmultiplythe randomvariableson the right-handside of each equation.Thus
the summarystatistics in table 1 are not the model's implicationsabout actualforecast
errors.They are insteadits implicationsaboutforecast errorsassumingthe 1981:4estimatesof the coefficientswere to remainfixed. If parametersactuallychangedrapidlyin
the estimatedmodel, such statisticswouldbe of limitedinterest,but the modelimpliesthe
parameterschangeslowly, so these tables are comparableto similartables summarizing
the structureof fixed-parameter
linearmodelsestimatedby myselfandothers. In general,
actualhistoricalforecasterrorsmanyperiodsaheadbehavequitedifferentlyfromwhatis
impliedby takingcurrentparameterestimatesas knownexactly, whetherone uses fixed
or varyingparametermodels.
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what a monetaristwould predict: a substantialtemporaryresponse in
outputanda moreslowly developing,morepersistentresponsein prices.
As has recently been documented in my own work and that of
Littermanand Weiss, amongothers, this patterndisappearsin systems
that include an interest rate.19 Table 1 also shows the decompositions
for a six-variablesystem that adds the three-monthTreasurybill rate
and federal governmentexpendituresand revenues. Here it is shown
thatmuchof the variancein MI can be accountedfor by disturbancesto
the interest rate and much of the varianceof GNP is now attributedto
the interestrate and federalrevenues, with substantialreductionin the
share attributedto MI. Figure 2 shows that the responses of MI itself
and of GNP to disturbancesin MI are weaker in the system with an
interest rate, though price responses are strengthened.Figure 3 shows
that simultaneous downward movements in MI and GNP emerge as
responses to interestrate disturbancesin the largersystem.20
The argumentsgiven above againstmakingtoo muchof the explanatory power of variables determinedin financialmarkets apply to the
interestrate with full force. The fact thatone findsthatit is precisely the
partof MI that is predictablein advancefromknowledgeof the interest
rate that is most strongly connected with real activity does, however,
seem to be inconsistent with simple rational expectations monetarist
modelsthatimplyonly the unpredictablepartof the money stock affects
real activity. Also, it was shown above that MI can behave as if it were
directly determined in financial markets if the monetary authority is
passive. The fact that the interestrate absorbsexplanatorypower from
MI is consistent with the view that MI behaves as Grangercausally
priorin systems includingno other financialvariablesbecause it acts as
a kindof proxy financialvariable.
One interpretationof these results mightbe as follows. Suppose the
monetary authorityexerts tight control in the short run over interest
rates but cannot influence MI except indirectlythroughthose rates.21
19. ChristopherA. Sims, "Comparisonof Interwarand Postwar Business Cycles:
Monetarism Reconsidered," American Economic Review, vol. 70 (May 1980, Papers and

Proceedings, 1979), pp. 250-57 and "InternationalEvidence on MonetaryFactors in
MacroeconomicFluctuations,"Discussion Paper(Universityof Minnesota, 1980);and
RobertB. Littermanand LaurenceWeiss, "Money, Real InterestRates, and Output,"
WorkingPaper179(FederalReserveBankof Minneapolis,1981).
20. The appendixprovidesa formalexplanationof the figures.
21. This possibility was suggested to me in a private conversation with Robert
Litterman.
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Suppose further that the response to interest rate disturbances is as
displayedin figure2. Then monetarypolicy has largebut slow effects on
real GNP and Ml. Monetarypolicy is effective, but the authorityhas
little control over the disturbances to the Ml equation. Instead the
authorityproducespredictablesmoothswingsinM1over severalmonths
by influencingthe interest rate. Because of the shape of the responses
to interestratedisturbances,it can be shown thatit will be impossibleto
offset short-rundisturbancesin MI or real GNP via manipulationof the
interestrate. Attemptsto do so will lead to what is knownas instrument
instability-explosive oscillations in the interest rate that can only be
dampedat the cost of largeoscillationsin MI andGNP. This view could
explain a historicalpatternin which the monetaryauthoritystabilized
interestrates, at least in the shortrun, and thus why money stock might
move mainlyin response to demand.As in the exampleabove, this could
generatestatisticalexogeneity of the money stock. This view would also
explain why attempts to stabilize the path of the money stock have
coincided with large movements in the interest rate and large short-run
oscillations in GNP and MI. But though this view is appealing as a
workinghypothesis to suggestfurtherresearch,it is not the only way to
look at the data. One does not know how much of the historically
observeddisturbancesin interestratescan be attributedto policy choice.
The recent change in the volatility in interest rates might stem from
changesin the structureof nonpolicydisturbances.
Thus the theoreticalmodel and empiricalresultsunderdiscussion do
not, unfortunately,lead to any simple resolutionof the main disputed
points in macroeconomics. As has been shown, a passive monetary
authoritywould create behavior in the money stock that would make
money seem exogenous and make it appearto explain prices and real
activity. But the same resultwould emergeif the money stock did in fact
explain real activity and the monetary authority moved it around
erratically.

Policy Evaluation When the Structure is Unknown
Even to projectthe effects of policy choices, not to speak of arriving
atthebest choice, one mustresolvethe uncertaintyaboutwhichvariables
policy choices can actually affect and how their historical variation
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reflects those choices. The time-series data will not resolve the uncertainty on their own. One will have to makejudgments on the basis of
common sense and evidence other than time series. This process is
vulnerableto prejudice,and its results will inevitablybe controversial.
More or less objective statistical analysis of the time-series data can
nonethelessplay an importantrole.
The U.S. postwar data contain enough informationto give a useful
characterizationof the conditional distributionof the future of major
macroeconomicaggregatesgiven the past. Althoughthere is evidence
that this structurechanges over time, there is also evidence that it does
not change suddenly, so that a model fit to the whole postwarperiodas
if parameterswere fixed over that whole period is not badly biased
because of parameterchanges. This means that, while there is much
roomforjudgmentandprejudicein the choice of macroeconomicpolicy,
carefulattentionto the historicaldata exerts an importantdisciplineon
what can be plausiblyasserted about the way the economy works. The
discipline should be applied in two ways. Those with a particularview
aboutthe way the economy works shouldconstructtheirpolicy recommendationsusing an econometricframeworkthat limits the exercise of
prejudiceand informalreasoningto areas in which the data are in fact
uninformative.In sortingout the claims of differentpolicymakersabout
the likely effects of their proposals, projections of policies and their
effects shouldbe checkedfor plausibilityagainstpredictivedistributions
derivedfrom the data.
This may sound like a modest and uncontroversialset of standards
for policy debate, but it does runcounterto some views. It is sometimes
claimed that the probabilisticstructureof the economy is so unstable
that there is no point in econometric evaluation of policy. This is
sometimes seen, I think, as an implication of Lucas's critique of
econometricpolicy evaluationand of the fact that econometricmodels
havein recentyearsmadeforecasterrorsthathave been largein absolute
terms.22But Lucas's critique implies only that if policy rules change
often the structurewill also shift often. As I have arguedabove, policy
rules in the relevant sense of that term have not changedfrequentlyor
by largeamounts.The largeforecast errorsof recent years do not seem
to be attributablemainlyto shiftsin the structureof predictiveequations.
22. Lucas, "EconometricPolicy Evaluation."
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Statisticalmodels allowingfor driftin predictivestructureestimatebest
when the change in that structureis assumed to be slow, so that recent
large predictive errors are interpretedas large random shocks to the
equations,not mainlyas the effect of parameterchanges.
Anotherview thatconflictswith whatis proposedhere is the idea that
economists shouldfocus theirattentionon choice of rule and that since
the rule change will shift the structure,projectionsusing the existing
probabilisticstructure are beside the point. Again, as I have argued
above, disputesaboutthe optimalruleare no moreimportantin principle
thandisputesabout how to implementthe existing "rule" as it emerges
from existing institutionsand interests. Nonetheless, even when confrontingeconomists who insist thatthe ruleoughtto be changedandthat
their proposed actions are part of a change in rule, one should use the
existing probabilisticstructure to evaluate such proposals. Precisely
becausethose vyingfor controlof policy will proposeto makepermanent
changes in the rule much more often thanthey will succeed in doing so,
the public is likely to discount their rhetoric and react to the actual
course they set for policy as if it were a disturbanceto the existing
probabilisticstructure.If those proposingthe changein rule succeed in
implementingit for some years, and if they have not been similarly
successful in the past, the statistical model will give little reliable
informationabout the effects of theirpersistentsuccess. But the immediate consequences of the proposedcourse of actionfor the next two or
three years, as projectedfrom the existing probabilisticstructure,are
likely to be much more reliablydeterminedand deserve to be weighed
carefullyagainstthe uncertainclaims of long-termgains.
Whena policy projectionemergesas implausiblein projectionsusing
the historical probability structure, there are at least three possible
interpretations.The obvious one is that the proposedpolicy actions are
unlikelyto have the claimedeffects. Anotheris thatthe proposedactions
are very differentfromwhat has been done undersimilarcircumstances
in the past. A third is that the proposed paths of policy variables are
probablynot attainable.Determiningwhich of these interpretationsis
correctrequirespartialidentificationof the model-an interpretationof
it thatexplainshow policy actions affect its disturbances.The dataalone
cannotproducebehavioralinterpretations,but they can, by locatingthe
sourceof improbabilityin one variableor another,help to decide which
interpretationsare plausible. Furthermore,even if it is claimedthat the
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only reason a proposed course of policy action appearsimplausibleis
that it representsa deliberatebreakwith past patternsof policy choice,
it is reasonableto take the implausibilityas at least one strikeagainstthe
proposal.A policy choice very differentfrom what the historicalprobability structurepredicts will have consequences that are difficult to
predict.This will occur not only because of adjustmentof expectational
mechanisms but also because any use of a statistical model to make
projections from conditions unlike those observed in the historical
sampleis subjectto largeerrorsin samplingand specification.
The practical implications of the view put forward here are best
illustratedby an exampleof the proposedtype of analysis. Considerthe
results from estimatingthe probabilitystructureof the U.S. quarterly
postwardata for six variables:MI, the three-monthTreasurybill rate,
real GNP, the GNP deflator, federal government expenditures, and
federalgovernmentrevenues.
A linearvector autoregressivemodel was fittedto the data, allowing
for parameterdrift and beginningfrom a fairly loose Bayesian prioron
the parameters.23
The model can be writtenas
6

Xt+1=

Bt(s)Xt_s + et,.

s =o0

The next period'svector of data,X,+1, is determinedby currentandpast
data;by the currentcoefficient matrices,Bt(s); and by an unpredictable
innovation, et+1. The model assumes that data more than six quarters
old arenot relevantto the determinationof X,+1.The coefficientmatrices
themselves driftover time, followinga randomwalk:
Bt(s) = Bt-I(s) + Vt(s)

s =

0 . . . 6.

Even if one knew Bt(s) precisely at time t, X?+ I could not be forecast

perfectlybecause e,+? is not predictablefrom knowledgeof currentand
pastX and currentB. But Bt(s) is not known precisely, at time t or even
after the event. Since the B parameterschange over time, it is not the
23. The time variationin the parametersis the methodologicalnovelty here. In other
respectsthe approachis similarto that used in my "Macroeconomicsand Reality," and
in StanleyFischer's "RelativeShocks, RelativePriceVariability,and Inflation,"BPEA,
2:1981, pp. 381-431. A more detaileddescriptionof the techniqueused here is available
fromthe authorin a technicalappendix.
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case, as it wouldbe with fixedparameters,thata sufficientlylong sample
period would enable one to estimate B with an arbitrarydegree of
precision.Even if certainknowledgeof B, - I(s) were available,one would
only be able to estimate B,(s) approximatelybecause of the random
innovation,V,(s).
Itis assumedthatV,(s)is uncorrelatedwithe, foralls. Bothinnovations
are by constructionseriallyuncorrelated.This assumptionallows applicationof the techniqueknownas the Kalmanfilterto form
G,(s) = E[B,(s) IX(u), u = 1 . . .t],

the best estimate of the currentvalue of the parametervector available
at time t by a convenient recursive formula.24The formula generates
G,(s) from G,_I(s) and X(t); it can be appliedperiod by period through
the sampleat reasonablecomputationalcost. The Kalmanfilterrequires
outsideinformationon the covariancematricesof V ande to decompose
its error in forecastingX(t) with t - 1 informationinto X errorand B
drift.The greateris the varianceof unpredictableX innovationsrelative
to parameterchanges, the less the filterwill change its estimate of B in
response to a forecast error.
To applythe Kalmanfilterit is necessary to have a previousestimate
of the B,(s) parametersfor the beginningof the sampleperiod,which can
then be modifiedby subsequent data. The prior was chosen to make
each variableon the X vector an independentrandomwalk. It is also
necessaryto specify the covariancematricesfor the prior,for V, andfor
e. This was done by means of a somewhatunsystematicgrid search to
determinethe most likely degree of variationin the parameters.The
criterionused in the search was the sum of squares of the recursive
residuals-one-step forecast errorsfrom the model estimatedwith data
only up throughthe time of the forecast. While the gridfor this search
was not fineenoughto produceprecise answers,the best fitwas obtained
with a model in which the standarderrorof the change in an individual
parameterover the whole sample period was about two-tenths of a
percent. Because the model has many coefficients (six lags on each of
six variables in each equation), this is enough parametervariationto
affectthe probabilitystructureof the model, with one-halfto two-thirds
24. See Ralph Deutsch, Estimation Theory (Prentice-Hall, 1965), chap. 12, or A. C.
Harvey, Time Series Models (Halsted Press, 1981), chap. 4.
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of one-step-ahead forecast error estimated to be accounted for by
parametervariation. Estimates allowing for this degree of parameter
variationdiffer noticeably, but not by a very large amount, from those
estimatedon the assumptionof no parametervariationat all. The degree
of parametervariationis smallenoughthat studyingparametervariation
by estimationusing separate subsampleswould not be profitable-the
samplingerrorwould dominatethe estimatedparameterchange. Doubling or halving the rate of parameterdrift increases predictionerror
varianceby only about three or four percent.
When the model estimated from data through 1981:4is used, one
obtains the results displayed in table 2. The table also presents the
administration'sprojectionsfor the same variables.25
The administrationproposeda much slower expansionof the money
It also proposedless
supplythanthe model deemed likely as of 1981:4.26
rapidgrowth of both expendituresand revenues than the model. The
administrationis more optimistic on both inflation and real growth,
especially on inflation.
It is interestingto examine the discrepanciesbetween the forecasts
of the model and those of the administration,based on historical
experiencewith forecasterrorsfromthe model. Because this modelwas
estimatedrecursively, it was not too difficultto generatea complete set
of forecast errors 1 through 12-steps ahead for it for each date in the
sample. The covariance matrixof these historicalforecast errors then
providesa standardagainstwhich to measurethe gap between forecasts
by the administrationand the model.27A naturalway to display the
25. Projections were obtained from the Economic Report of the President, Februaty
1982, and from the Congressional Budget Office, An Analysis of the President's Budgetaty
Proposals for Fiscal Year 1983 (Government Printing Office, 1982).

26. The fourth quarterof 1981 showed a sharpdrop in the interest rate, which the
model had not predicted.This large forecast errorshifted the parametersof the model
quitesubstantiallyin the directionof producinga lowerlevel of interestratesanda higher
trendgrowthrate of the money stock in the forecast. An early versionof this paperused
parametersestimatedthrough1981:3in the time-seriesmodel. That modelprojectedMI
growthand inflationvery similarto that projectedby the administration,but was much
less optimisticabout real growth than the administration.However, for exercises like
those in table4, in whichthe administration'sprojectedpathsfor policy variablesor target
variablesare imposedon the time-seriesmodel, resultsare similarin both versionsof the
model.
27. This method does not use the assumed probabilitystructureof the model to
generate forecast error covariances for reasons of computationalconvenience. The
procedureused does have the advantagethat it gives a reliablepictureof the model's
forecastingpropertieseven if the modelis misspecified,so long as those propertiesshow
some stabilityover time.
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Table 2. AlternativeForecasts for Selected Economic Indicators, 1982-84
Percent unless otherwise specified
Projected variable
Three-Feea
month

Forecast and year

Mla

Ti-easui-y GNP
bill rateb deflatora

Real
GNPa

Federal
expendituirescd

Federal
deve

nuesc

Deit
(bllions
of
dollasS)d

Autoregressive
time-series
1982
1983
1984

9.3
8.8
8.6

11.7
11.6
12.3

8.7
8.2
8.9

2.8
4.1
3.0

16.2
16.3
12.6

5.9
14.9
14.3

136
170
177

Administration
1982
1983

4.6
4.3

11.7
10.5

7.2
5.5

3.0
5.2

9.9
4.4

4.5
6.1

95
88

forecast-The Bludgetof the Unzited
Source: Autoregressivetime-seriesforecast-same as table 1;administration's
States Governmient, Fiscal Year 1983.

a. Changefromfourthquarterto fourthquarter.The Ml variablerefersto MIB splicedto Ml for periodsbefore
MIB is available.Real GNP is GNP in 1972dollars.
b. Calendaryearaverage.
c. Changefromfourthquarterof the precedingyear to thirdquarterof the currentyear.
d. Nationalincomeaccountsbudgetfigures.Whenthe administration's
projectionsare used, they are appliedto
fiscalyear averagesof nationalincomeaccountsbudgetfiguresas percentchanges,althoughthe projectionswere
originallypreparedfor the unifiedbudget.This also accountsfor discrepanciesin the deficitprojectionsshownthat
are nationalincome accounts deficits derived by applyingadministrationprojectionsof percentagechanges in
expendituresand revenuesto the nationalincomeaccountsversionsof those figures.

measureis to orderthe variablesand then express the forecast errorin
variablej at the tth step ahead as the sum of a "shock,' u;,, and the
regressionof the forecast erroron uj,for earlierdates or the same date
for the j earlier in the ordering. These uj, can be thought of as the
componentsof the t-stepforecast error,which would be "news" t steps
ahead,comparedto the partsthatwouldalreadyhave been revisedbased
on informationarrivingin step 1 throughstep t - 1 ahead. Each uj,is
normalizedto have a unit equal to its own standarddeviation. Table 3
shows an analysis of the discrepancy between the model and the
administration'sforecasts usingthis decomposition.Manydifferentsets
of uj,'s could generate the administration'sforecast; the table displays
that set which does so with minimumsum of squares.
The disturbancesshown in table 3 are quite small;none of them are
as largeas two standarddeviations, and only threeexceed one standard
deviation. The decreasing size of the disturbancesnecessary to match
the administration'sforecast, as the forecast horizon increases, is
consistentwith the presenceof parameterdriftduringthe sampleperiod.
Disturbanceslike those displayedin the top halfof table3 arewell within
the expected range of deviations from the model forecast as measured
similv bv the sum of sciuareddisturbances.
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Table 3. Standardized Disturbances Required to Generate the Administration's
Forecast from the Autoregressive Time-Series Model, 1982:1 through 1983:4a
Disturbance

Forecast
and period

Ml

Threemonth
Treasury
bill rate

Federal
expenditures

Federal
revenues

Administration's
forecast
1982:1
1982:2
1982:3
1982:4
1983:1
1983:2
1983:3
1983:4

- 1.4
- 1.2
-0.7
-0.3
-0.1
-0.2
-0.2
-0.2

0.1
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.1

- 0.8
-0.5
0.1
0.0
0.0
- 0.1
0.0
0.0

0.6
0.3
0.3
0.0
0.4
0.2
0.2
0.2

Administration's forecast for output and
inflation onlyb
1982:1
1982:2
1982:3
1982:4
1983:1
1983:2
1983:3
1983:4

0.1
0.0
-0.2
-0.5
- 0.5
-0.2
- 0.1
0.0

- 1.1
-0.9
- 0.4
-0.2
- 0.2
0.0
0.0
0.1

0.5
0.2
0.5
0.5
0.6
0.3
0.0
0.0

-0.6
-0.2
0.1
-0.3
- 0.5
-0.2
-0.2
- 0.1

GNP
deflator

Real
GNP

- 0.8
-0.2
0.0
-0.2
0.1
0.0
0.1
0.0

1.0
0.6
0.5
0.7
0.7
0.5
0.4
0.3

...
...
...
...
...

...
...
...
...
...

...

.

...
...

...
...

Source: Simulations by the author.
a. Entries show the set of disturbances (with size normalized to have a unit equal to their own standard deviation)
that generate the administration's forecast with the minimum sum of squares of the recursive residuals.
b. With no disturbances to GNP and inflation equations.

Taking into account 1984, there are seventy-two disturbances,and
their sum of squares is only 9.9. However, the persistent signs of the
disturbancessuggesta systematicbias in the administration'sforecasts.
Under a normalityassumption, the probabilityof a sequence of four
positive errorsin real GNP forecasts, each of which is at least as large
as the correspondingone of the first four positive shocks on the real
GNP columnin the top halfof table 3, is aboutthree-tenthsof a percent.
Furthermore,this biasappearsto be anoptimisticone. Theprobability
of an outcome showing at least as much real growth as the administration's forecast while maintainingat least as low a money-growthpath
and expenditurespath, for example, is much lower than the probability
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of an outcome with sum of squaredforecastdisturbances9.9 or more. A
heuristic"plausibilityindex" (PI)for a projection,designedto show the
probabilityof alloutcomesthatarefurtherawayfromthe centralforecast
thanthe projectionin the same direction, is the probabilityof a normal
randomvariableexceeding the squareroot of the sum of squaresof the
disturbancesrequiredto fit the projection.The administration'sforecast
has a PI of 0.0008.
The implausibilityof the administration'sforecast, as faras the model
is concerned, concentrateson MI and real GNP. Money growthas low
and real GNP growthas high as projectedare quite unlikely, at least as
a combination. The first two rows of table 4 show what the model
produces as the most likely outcome for real GNP and inflationconditional on the administrationforecasts for MI, interest rates, and the
fiscal variablesbeing realized. The model's inflationforecasts are then
as low as those of the administrationbut the model's real GNP forecasts
are far more pessimistic. A table analogous to table 3, showing the
forecast disturbancesneeded to generate the table 4 projections (not
shown) would be very similarto table 3 except the last two columns.
One might have expected the money forecast to have appearedmuch
more plausible with the GNP forecast not imposed, but in fact it does
not turnout that way. Leaving the inflationand real GNP forecasts out
of the projectionraises the PI to 0.01 1-still a low figure,but the original
PI was smallerby a factor of 0.07.
The results of using the model to generate the administration'sreal
GNP and inflationforecasts throughdisturbancesin only MI, interest
rates, and fiscal variables are reportedin the third and fourth rows of
table4. The GNP andinflationforecasts implya moderatemonetaryand
tremendousfiscal stimulus. The bottom half of table 3 shows that the
modeldoes not view these policy settingsas extremelyunlikely, though
againthey requirepatternsof sustainedshocks that are less likely when
their signs are taken into account. A succession of four negative
disturbancesin the interestrateforecast, each as largeas the corresponding entry in the bottom half of table 3, has a probabilityundernormality
of only aboutfour-tenthsof a percent.The PI for this projectionis 0.013,
roughlythe same as for the administration'sprojectedsettingof policy
variables.
In an experimentnot shown in the tables the model was checked for
the most likely way for the administration'sforecasts for inflationand
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Table 4. Projectionsfrom the AutoregressiveTime-SeriesModel When Constrained
to Match AlternativeFeatures of the Administration'sForecast, 1982-83
Percent unless otherwise specified
Projected var-iablea
Thrt
eeDeficit
mnonith Federal
Treasuiry expendi- Federatl (billions
bill rate
tures revenues of dollars)

Characteristicof
projectionand year

GNP
deflator

Real
GNP

Ml

Constrainedto match
forecastfor Ml,
three-month
Treasurybill rate,
and fiscal variablesb
1982
1983

6.7
5.7

- 1.0
0.4

(4.6)
(4.3)

(11.7)
(10.5)

(9.9)
(4.4)

(4.5)
(6.1)

(95)
(88)

Constrainedto match
administration's
forecastfor output
and inflationc
1,982
1983

(7.2)
(5.5)

10.2
9.9

10.7
10.1

20.3
25.2

0.8
5.6

177
389

Constrainedto match
administration's
forecastfor Mld
1982
1983

9.1
8.6

(4.6)
(4.3)

15.4
13.6

13.0
9.2

8.7
7.0

90
116

(3.0)
(5.2)

-0.4
-2.5

Source: Same as table 2.
a. The administration's forecasts are in parentheses. See also notes to tables 2 and 3.
b. All equations in the system reflect variables undergoing disturbances.
c. With disturbances to equations for Ml, three-month Treasury bill rate, and fiscal variables.
d. With disturbances to the three-month Treasury bill rate equation only.

realGNP to be realized.These targetforecasts in themselves emergeas
not terribly unlikely, as would be expected from the relatively small
discrepanciesbetween the unconstrainedforecast and the administration's projections shown in table 2 for these two target variables. The
largest disturbancerequiredis only 0.39 standarderrors, though there
are a succession of disturbancesof this size of the same (negative)sign
requiredin the price forecasts. The PI for this projectionis 0.10. The
outcome for real growthand inflationprojectedby the administrationis
not itself extremely implausible;it is this outcome conjoined with the
projectedpath of policy variablesthat conflicts with historicalexperience.
The experimentsup to this point treat MI, interest rate, and fiscal
variablesas "policy variables." It is unlikelythatpolicy authoritiescan
set allfourof these variablesindependently.Therearemanypossibilities
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one could explore assuming that some of the projections for these
variableswill have to be abandoned.As one example, one can ask what
the model predicts if only the administration'smoney forecast must be
fulfilled,and interestrates are used by the administrationto achieve the
money target. The results are shown in the last two rows of table 4.
Persistentlyhigh interestrates are required,producingdecliningoutput
and little improvementin inflation.The initialforecast disturbance(for
1982:1)to interest rates is 4.6 standarddeviations, so this outcome
appearshighlyunlikely. The fact that such persistentinflationis shown
in the face of such a gloomyoutputforecast suggeststhattreatinginterest
rate disturbancesas determinedby policy mightbe a mistake. Interest
rateincreases may at times have anticipatedadverse supplyshocks that
raisethe price level. The model may thereforeassociate themwith more
subsequentinflationthan would actually occur if they were generated
by policy action in the absence of a supplyshock.
The projections for the time-series model in which either money
growthor priceandGNP growthwere unconstrained,withthe exception
of table4, show a slow upwarddriftin velocity-the sumof growthrates
in outputand prices is close to or slightlyhigherthan the growthrate of
the money stock. The administration'sforecast requiresthat velocity
growmuchfaster, by roughly5.6 percentin 1982and6.4 percentin 1983.
The forecast in which the slow money growth is generatedby interest
ratedisturbancesgeneratesa rapidincrease in velocity, mainlyin 1982,
but does so by an understandablemechanism-very highinterestrates.
That history gives no good reason to suppose one will find a rapid
increase in velocity in a period of stable or declininginterest rates has
been pointed out before, for example, by the CongressionalBudget
Office.28

The analysiscarriedout here makesthe case thatthe administration's
forecastis implausible.It also gives some insightinto whatis implausible
about it. But in the discussion the two central difficulties with such
analysis have not been touched upon-the identificationproblem and
the problemof extrapolatinga model underunprecedentedconditions.
The four potential "policy variables" in the system, MI, interest rate,
expenditures,and revenues, behave as if they are predetermined.There
is little evidence of strongfeedback from target variablesto these four
28. Congressional Budget Office, An Analysis of the President's Budgetaty Proposals.
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variables.29But it has alreadybeen shown that policy variables, especially monetary policy variables, could behave this way even if they
have moved mainlypassively in the historicaldata.
If policy actions have in fact had little influenceon MI and interest
rates historically,and if from 1982on policy will exert stronginfluence
on them, the projectionsof the model could be misleading.If historically
these variableshave been influencedbothby policy andby otherfactors,
the modelwill makeconditionalprojectionsthataveragethe "response"
to policy actions and the response followingother sources of movement
in MI and interest rate. However, in this case there would be great
uncertaintysurroundingthe system's response in the sample period,
which should show up in largeforecast errorvariances.If one concedes
that,policy-inducedperiods of tight and easy money are a substantial
part of the historical record, the implausibilityof the administration's
projectionfor realGNPandinflationgiventhe policy variableprojections
shouldbe convincingevidence that the proposedpolicy is not likely to
have the intendedeffects.
The projectionsfor policy variables are in themselves implausible,
however. As discussed above, this raises questionsaboutthe reliability
of the model in forecastingthe consequences of policy actions putting
these variableson the projectedpaths. The implausibilitydoes not arise
from the size of any one shock being outside the historicallyrecorded
range, but rather from sequences of shocks of the same sign being
required.This is the kind of disturbanceto policy about which rational
expectations warns us to be suspicious. If periods of sustainedbelowpredictionmoney growth have occurredbefore, one could in principle
use a modelthat systematicallyadaptsits forecastingmechanismto such
periods. The model underconsiderationdoes not do this. It attemptsto
avoid large errorsby adaptingits linearforecasting structureto recent
history. The administration'slong-termpolicy of steady reduction in
money growthmay not yet be reflectedwell in the model's coefficients.
This being said, however, the question is whether there is reason to
suspect anythingsystematicallywrongwith model projections-that is,
29. Such feedback would have showed up, for example, in a substantialdifference
betweenthe disturbancesin the firstfourcolumnsof the top halfof table3 andthose in the
same four columnsof a similartable (not shown) computedfor the firsttwo rows of the
table4 forecast. Sucha tableis not providedbecauseit differslittlefromtable3 in the first
fourcolumns.
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is therea prioriknowledgethat would allow one to correctthe model?I
doubtthat there is any professionalconsensus on such knowledge, but
there are some hypotheses among economists that suggest systematic
corrections,most notablyrationalexpectationscombinedwith a monetarist view of business cycles. This view would suggest that sustained
dampeningof money growth will eventually be understood as a firm,
long-runpolicy; that when it is understood, expectations of inflation,
and therebyactual inflationand nominalinterest rates, will fall without
the need for mediatingmovementsin real variables.As far as I can see,
sucha view does littleto makethe administration'sforecastappearmore
plausible.A neoclassical, rationalexpectationsworld view can explain
why nominal interest rates, inflation, and money growth could all
decrease at the same time. It does not suggest that, with inflationand
interest rates declining, velocity shoula increase; most models along
thatline would suggestthe opposite, thatto the extent thatinterestrates
affect velocity, declines in interest rates should reduce velocity. If the
administrationbelieved thatannouncementof its monetarypolicy intentions would bringinflationdown only at the moderaterate given in its
forecast,it shouldnot have projectedsuchhighrealgrowth.A projection
of muchmorerapiddecelerationin inflationwould have been even more
implausiblefrom the point of view of the model, but would have been
defensibleon the assumptionof strongand rapidannouncementeffects.
The results give no support to the idea that the administration's
projectionrepresentsan unprecedentedfiscalpolicy. In fact, the top half
of table 3 shows that the forecast disturbancesin expendituresare all
less thanone standarderror,and they do not forma sequence of values
with the same sign. The projectedrevenues are higherthan the model
expects, even given the administration'srealGNPforecast. The tax cuts
thus representno unusualfiscal stimulus.
The same issues of identificationand reliabilityof the model under
unusualpolicy paths cast doubt on the wisdom of attemptingto aim at
the policy variablepaths shown in the thirdand fourthrows of table 4.
It is doubtfulthat policy can hold interest rates down below 11 percent
whilethe deficitexplodes as in thattable. The 1984forecast (not shown)
for thatpartof the table has inflationjumpingback up to 8.5 percentand
realgrowthdroppingback to 4 percent. To keep inflationdown and real
growthup beyond 1983would probablyrequirea still more implausible
and persistent set of forecast disturbancesin policy, and there is good
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reasonto supposethatcontinuedlargedeficitswould refueland accelerate inflation.
The forecast of table 2 seems to me both plausible and desirable:a
moderatelydecliningrateof growthin the money stock, flatinterestrate
path, revenues startingto catch up with expendituresin 1984, modest
but fairly steady GNP growth, and steady and moderate inflation.
Reasonabledebate might surroundthe question of whether some more
overt deflationary pressure would be desirable-by modest moves
toward fiscal and monetary restrictionthat are differentfrom what is
shown in table 2. There is also the questionof whetherthe substanceof
the expenditureincreasesjustifies their cost. Such a reasonabledebate,
conditionedby historicalexperience, shouldbe possible andin my view
is not far from what was actually achieved with the sensible use of
econometricmodels in muchof the postwarperiod.

Conclusion
The proceduresused above are in a way only marginalmodifications
of the conventional use of econometric models in macroeconomic
policymaking.They do involve makingprojectionsof the likely effects
of various paths for policy variables and using the plausibility and
desirabilityof those projectionsto evaluatethe policy proposals,which
is a common procedure. They differ from the usual proceduresin two
respects: they take account of policy endogeneity and they avoid
constructingbehavioral stories about each individualequation in the
model.
They take account of policy endogeneity by generatingtrue conditional projections,given specifiedpaths for policy variables.The usual
procedure assumes that the specified path for a policy variable is
generatedby disturbancesto the policy equation, with all other disturbances held at zero. With endogenous policy, this is a potentially
misleadingway to generateprojections.
The procedures also follow the lead of the rational expectations
approachto macroeconomicsbecause they use a statisticalmodel that
bringsprevious informationto bear only on the system as a whole, not
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by claiming to have useful knowledge that allows restrictions to be
placed on the model one equationat a time.30
These technical differences from standardprocedures are not the
mainpoint of the policy evaluationexamples or of this paper.The main
point is that careful statistical modeling of the historical probability
structurecan properlybe used to makeconditionalprojectionsthat will
be useful in policy analysis. The ambitious,probablyunattainablegoal
of the rationalexpectations school-to identify parametersof behavior
that would be invariantto unprecedentedpermanentchanges in ruleshould not condition an entire researchplan. We should be improving
our methods for estimating and using statistical models that do not
require identifying such parameters. Most policy analysis does not
requirethat kindof identification.

APPENDIX

Notes to the Figures
THE MODELSunderlyingthe figureshave the form

B,(L)Y(t) = u(t),

whereB, is a matrixpolynomialin the lag operatorwith lead coefficient
Bto = I, the identity matrix. The residual vector, u, is assumed to be
uncorrelatedwith Y(s)for s < t. The model for evolution of Bt assumes
that each of its coefficients is a randomwalk and that the best estimate
of future Bt is the same as the best estimate of the current Bt. The
dynamicsimpliedby B, are easier to understandby examiningBt I(L)
thanby looking at Bt(L)itself. To see why, suppose that at time t there
is a forecast from the model of Y(t + s) for s > 0 based on data through
time t. One then asks what change in the forecast will result if some
nonzeroequationdisturbanceis assumedat t + 1, u(t + 1) = v. It is not
30. This aspectof the rationalexpectationsmovementis given particularemphasisby
RobertE. Lucas in the introductionto his book, Studies in Business-CycleThleoty (MIT
Press, 1981),pp. 1-18.
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hardto check that the modificationin the forecast at t + s is G,sv,where
G,(L) = B,- (L). More generally, given an arbitrary set of assumed
values for the disturbances, u(t + s), s = 1,. . . , the implied modification

of the forecast at t + s is given by G,(L)u(t+ s), where in applyingthis
formulaone takes u(t + s) to be zero for nonpositives. Thus the inverse
of B,(L)can be thoughtof as summarizinghow the system responds to
equation disturbances.The originalB, contains the same information
but in less comprehensibleform. Typically the elements of B, are lag
distributionswith oscillatory or erraticallyvaryingweights whose implicationsfor the system's dynamicsare hardto unravel.
When B, is fixed so the t subscriptis unnecessary, all the system's
dynamics consist of responses to equation shocks. When B, is itself a
stochastic process, the system also receives a shock by changes in B,.
WithstochasticallyvaryingB, therefore,examinationof B,- Ican reveal
only part of the system's dynamics. In the model estimated for this
paper, the B, are implied to vary slowly, so examination of B, itself
capturesa largepartof the dynamics.
Each panel of the figuresshows the response to a single disturbance,
u(t) = v, where v is one of the columns of the lower triangularfactorization, W, of the variance-covariance matrix of u, WW' = Var(u(t)),

with the variablesorderedin the opposite sequence from the way they
appearin the figure-that is, with MI at the top. Thus the chartscan be
thought of as displaying responses to shocks of typical size, with
correlationsamong the u(t) being treated as generatedby responses of
elements of u(t) to disturbanceshigherin the ordering.
Somewhat inconsistently, the figures take W from the covariance
matrix of the model's sample recursive residuals-that is, from the
samplecovariancematrixof actualerrorsone step ahead. Because this
covariancematrixincludes the effects of shocks to Bt, it is largerthan
any good estimateof the varianceof u(t), the equationdisturbances.Use
of the recursive residual covariance matrix may help bringthe figures
closer to representingfull-systemdynamics.

Comments
and Discussion
Stephen M. Goldfeld: ChristopherSims has presented an interesting
paper that addresses the importantissue of how one should conduct
formal policy analysis. Sims observes that the rational expectations
critiqueadvanced by Robert Lucas and others has cast a pall over the
use of econometricmodels in policy analysis. As one whose intellectual
capital was in danger of technological obsolescence, I certainly find
congenialSims's punchline thatthe rationalexpectationscritiqueshould
be viewed as a "cautionaryfootnote" to policy analysis. I also like
Sims's paperfor its thoughtfuldiscussion of policy endogeneity,a topic
thatworriedAlan Blinderand me some years ago.
Sims starts out by confronting the paradox of viewing policy as
"random"at the same time that one thinks of it as purposeful, even,
perhaps in some fairy-tale world, chosen in an optimal way. While
acknowledgingthe valid elements of the Lucas approach,Sims points
out thatthe rationalexpectationscritiquetypicallytreatsthe choice of a
policy ruleas if it occurs de novo each time-that is, by failingto consider
the natureof choices embodiedin historicaldata, this line of argument
ignoresthe issue of policy endogeneity.
As a footnote to Sims's argument,it has always seemed to me that
there was a certain asymmetry to the Lucas critique. In particular,
changesin policy rules hardlytend to occur at randomtimes. One could
well imaginethat changes in rules are often broughtaboutby changes in
the "model," that is, the real world, ratherthan the other way around.
The history of the gold standardprovides a case in point. This sort of
policy endogeneity suggests a need for rethinkingthe rationalexpectations critique.
This is precisely what Sims does. He concludes that policy rule
153
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changes of the sort envisaged in the Lucas critiqueare rareevents and
that conventionaleconometric models can be used sensibly to analyze
policy changesin a wide varietyof cases. He does, however, have some
unkindwords to say about conventionalmodels and some nice thingsto
say aboutthe use of rationalexpectationsto improveexisting models.
This is all so preposterouslyreasonablethat I have little quarrelwith
it. Nevertheless, while I am delighted to have all this said, I wonder
whetherit will convince even a quasi-believerin the strongform of the
rationalexpectationscritique.It is, afterall, an empiricalquestionas to
what is a sensible modeling strategy, and Sims provides only limited
evidence to address this issue. Furthermore,much of the discussion
seems to gloss over the distinction between estimation problems and
policy analysis and I, for one, would have liked a bit of clarificationon
this score.
The second partof Sims's paperdiscusses the identificationproblem
in models with rationalexpectations.As a generalproposition,imposing
rationalexpectations on the model seems to make things worse and, in
one sense, this should not be very surprising.About twenty years ago
the econometrician,T. C. Liu, arguedthatvirtuallyall variablesappearing in econometricmodels are endogenousso that models are generally
underidentified.Althoughthis view has been shown to be a bit misleading, it does have relevance for the present case. In a crude sense,
replacingsome ad hoc expectationsmechanism,suchas somedistributed
lag, by rationalexpectations mightbe thoughtof as endogenizingmore
things;therefore,this creates difficultiesin identification.
Sims actually talks about the identificationproblem in a slightly
differentway. More specifically, he provides a numberof clever examples of models in which there are variablesthat appearpredetermined
and have explanatorypower for variableswe care about such as GNP,
and yet these predeterminedvariablesare passive and have no policy
significance.As he readily acknowledges, these examples suggest that
caution is needed in using and interpretingtests for exogeneity-tests
that Sims himself has pioneered. He illustrates these difficulties by
examiningtwo smallmultivariatevector autoregressivemodels. In one,
the money stock appearsto be causallypriorwhile in the second model,
which includesan interestrate, this result no longerholds.
Sims also hypothesizes that one view consistent with the data is that
the Federal Reserve controls the interest rate directly and the money
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stock indirectly.But because of the shape of the dynamicresponses of
the economy to policy, if the Federal Reserve attempts to track the
money stock too closely, very large fluctuationsin interest rates will
result. There is, in fact, some empiricalevidence suggestingthat this is
a quiteplausiblescenario. Moreparticularly,PeterTinsley has recently
examinedthe relationbetween the variabilityof interest rates and the
variabilityof the money stock around some long-termtarget path. As
the FederalReserve attemptsto returnmore rapidlyto the targetpath,
Tinsley finds that interestrate variabilitysteadily increases. Moreover,
if the attempted gap closing is more than about 30 percent a month,
actualmonetarycontrolis not improvedso thereis no compensationfor
greaterinterestrate variability.
The final part of the Sims paper uses the technique of vector autoregressions(VAR) to do policy analysis and to analyze the plausibility
(or ratherlack thereof) of the forecasts of the currentadministration.As
many have observed, it requires a bit of new math to reconcile the
variouscomponentsof the administration'sforecast. Amongothers, the
forecast has a "velocity problem" because healthy growth in nominal
GNP is coupled with an assumed stingy growthin the monetaryaggregates. The implied increase in velocity is off the charts by historical
standards,even ignoringthe fact thatthe forecastalso containsa marked
decline in interestrates. By use of the VAR technique,Sims elaborately
demonstratesthese same difficulties. Because, as I have suggested, a
few greatratios of economics shouldbe adequateto cast serious doubts
on the administration'sforecast, for me the main virtue of this part of
Sims's paper is that it demonstrateshow one can use VAR for policy
analysis. Nevertheless, even here a few questionsremain.
As comparedwith conventional VAR applications, Sims advances
the state of the art by allowing for drift in his parameterestimates. I
wouldhave guessed thatthis wouldbe of some quantitativeimportance.
One reason is that there seem to be some dimensionaldifficultieswith
the specificationsin Sims's VAR analysis since he mixes both nominal
andrealvariables.Because the coefficientof a nominalvariableregressed
on a real variablemightbe expected to reflect an upwardmovement in
the price level, one would thinkthis mightshow up in parameterdrift.A
second reason is that, although Sims cautions us against looking at a
singleequation,I could not help butanticipatethatthe well-documented
instabilityin conventional money-demandequations would somehow
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show up in Sims's estimates. Yet despite these expectations, Sims
reportsthat parameterdriftdoes not appearto be very consequential.I
am not sure I fully understandor believe this result. Perhapsit is the
case that the particularway Sims chooses to model changingparameters-namely, as a randomwalk-is not sufficientlyrich to capturethe
kinds of changes which mighthave occurred.Just as Sims has cleverly
illustratedin the second part of his paper, I suspect one can construct
examples of changingparametersthat are importantand yet trick the
Simsapproachinto thinkingthere is little changein the parameters.This
strikesme as worthy of furtherinvestigation.
A second set of issues concerns the interpretationof the standardized
disturbancesfrom the VAR model that form the basis for assessing the
plausibilityof the administrationforecast. One difficultyis that these
estimates are not invariantto the orderingof the equationsin the VAR
model. This is a troublesomefeatureof the VAR approach,and it would
be nice to know the sensitivity of the estimatesto the causal ordering.
It can be argued that a related problem of interpretationof the
standardizeddisturbancesresults from treatinggovernment spending
and taxes as ordinaryvariablesin the VAR approach.The tax equation
strikes me as particularlyproblematicalsince it makes taxes a function
of such variablesas lagged real GNP and the lagged GNP deflator,but
nowhereincludes a variablefor legislatedtax rates. Whatthis means is
thatwe end upjudgingthe implausibilityof the administration'sforecast
partiallyon the basis of the implausibilityof estimatedtax revenues, but
only given real GNP andthe like. However, it could be arguedthatwhat
is most implausibleis the passage of the cuts in tax rates, and it seems
strangeto ignorethe fact thatthis implausibility,has alreadytakenplace.
Rather,it would seem that one shouldjudge the plausibilityof revenue
estimatesgiven tax rates. This strikes me as a good example of how the
nonstructuralVAR approach can run into logical problems in policy
analysis. Be this as it may, however, Sims certainlyprovides a variety
of evidence reinforcingthe implausibilityof the administration'sforecasts.
One last point I would like to take up is first mentioned in the
introductionto Sims's paper. He begins by suggestingthat it is widely
believed that econometric models badly misled policymakersby mischaracterizingthe nature of the relation between inflationand unemployment-the Phillipscurve. Later in the paper, Sims seems to argue
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againstthis view, put forthfor example by Lucas and Thomas Sargent,
who assert that there has been a "spectacularfailure" of econometric
models. Having seen the follies of many econometric models at close
hand, I would hardly go to the wall to defend model performance.
Nevertheless, I believe this particularchargeto be a bit unjust.Evidence
on this point, at least for the MPS model, is containedin a recent paper
by AlbertAndo, who shows thatthe modelis perfectlycapableof tracing
the historicalpatternof wages and prices for the 1970sas well as it did
in the 1960s.IThis resultis examinedwith variousvintagesof the model,
andit suggests that those who wish to assert spectacularfailurehadbest
be a bit more specific.
In the spiritof sortingout paradoxesthat motivatemuch of the Sims
paper,I would like to conclude with a thoughtfroman earlierpioneerin
the field of rationalexpectations, Aldous Huxley, who observed: "that
men do not learnmuchfromthe lessons of historyis the most important
of lessons history has to teach."
Jeffrey D. Sachs: Christopher Sims has written an important and
challengingpaperthatgrappleswith one of the centralissues in empirical
economics: the use of econometric models for policy simulation. In
manyways it deals withthe sameissues takenup by BlinderandGoldfeld
ten years ago.2Withthe very rapiddevelopmentin recent years of timeseries analysis, to which Sims himself has made majorcontributions,it
is fittingthatthe Brookingspanelreconsiderthis issue. Muchof the past
decade's work in macroeconometricshas been devoted to showinghow
badly we can mislead ourselves when performingstandardsimulation
analyses on macroeconomicmodels. It is noteworthy, therefore, that
Sims ends with almost the same confidence that Blinderand Goldfeld
did concerning the feasibility of policy simulation. Unfortunatelyhe
himselfgives us enoughreasons to doubtthis confidence.
The central issue in policy simulationis the relationbetween correlationandcausation.A macroeconometricmodelsummarizesin a highly
sophisticatedway the historical correlationsof economic time series.
Correlationper se may be enough for forecasting, assuming that the
1. Albert Aldo, "The 'Failure' of Keynesian Economics and the Phillips Curve in the
1970's: A Fact or a Fiction?" (University of Pennsylvania, September 1981).
2. Alan S. Blinder and Stephen M. Goldfeld, "Some Implications of Endogenous
Stabilization Policy," BPEA, 3:1972, pp. 585-644.
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future is like the past, and for this reason, the vector autoregression
modelstudiedby Sims is useful for forecastingeven thoughit embodies
little economic theory. Policy simulation,however, explicitly assumes
thatthe futuremaybe unlikethe past, at least withregardto the dynamics
of the policy variableitself. In that case we need to know whether the
historicalcorrelationswill hold up with policy changes. Sims calls the
model structuralif the correlationsare invariantto the policy changes
under consideration. In this terminology policy simulations will be
meaningfulonly if the estimatedmodel is structural.
Consider,for example, the link between income, Y, and a monetary
aggregate,M. It has been knownfora longtimethatwhethera correlation
between Yand M will hold up to policy changes depends on how Yand
M were generatedin the sampleperiod. If M was changedexogenously,
say accordingto a roll of the dice, then the correlationwould tend to be
structural,because one would be observingrandomizedexperiments;if
M was changedbecause of Y or because of a common thirdfactor that
also affected Y, the relation is not likely to withstandpolicy changes.
This much is well known. In 1921, Governor Strong of the Federal
Reserve System of New Yorkcomplainedaboutthe staff of his research
departmentfor using correlationsto argue "that an increase in bank
loans and currencyis the inevitablecause of higherprices, [while they]
...

are unwilling to accept the view that sometimes bank loans and

currencyexpand in response to prices, which arise from other causes
than the 'quantity' of money. .

.."

In 1970 James Tobin strengthened

this case by showing that even if M leads Y-that is, M is correlated
with future Y-no causality is implied. And Sims himself shows in this
paper that even if M "Granger-causes"Y-that is, helps to predict Y
given past Y-it need not cause Yin the policy-invariantsense. Rather,
M may be correlatedwith unobservables(real productivityshocks in
Sims's case), which themselves cause Y.
To understandSims's defense of policy simulation it is useful to
considera specific example. Suppose that the econometrician,perhaps
the researchdepartmentof the FederalReserve, estimates
(1)

Y= a1Yt1 + boM, + bjMt_1 + ClZt_j.

Supposefurtherthat no other lags of M or Yare statisticallysignificant
andthatthe equationappearsto be well estimatedby the usualstandards
of t-statistics, Durbin-Watson,and so forth. Is equation 1 structuralin
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the sense that a policy simulationwould yield consistent estimates of Y
conditionalon M? That depends on the true structureof the economy
and on the process that generatedM in the sampleperiod. Suppose that
1 is of the correctfunctionalform,
(2)

Yt = a,Yt_ + boMt + b,Mt_ + c1Z,_I + u,

andthatpolicy has been set by
(3)

Mt = aoiM,_ + Pi1Yt,l +

y1Zt-I

+ V.

Estimatesof 2 exist thatwill be structuralin the sense used hereunder
two well-knownconditions. Either vtis uncorrelatedwith ut, or cl = 0
and Zt -1 is uncorrelatedwith ut. (In the latter case, Zt -1 is used as an
instrumentalvariable.)The firstconditionsays that historyhas given us
pure money shocks or randomizedexperiments.The second condition
states that even if the experiments are not random(because they are
conditionalon Zt), they are informativeaboutthe role of money because
Z does not directlyaffect income.
Conventional structural models have traditionallymade such assumptionson variableslike Z (thatis, exclusion restrictions).In Sims's
vector autoregressionapproachsuch restrictionsare frowned upon as
arbitrary,and indeed they might be. But an even more astounding
assumptionis then necessarilymadein orderto use VAR to forecast the
effect of policy actions: that vtand utare uncorrelated.The approachis
summarizedas follows: all variablesin the model are allowed to affect
both M and Y;all variablesoutside the model are capturedby the error
termand are allowed to affect M or Yonly in an arbitraryspecifiedway.
A terrific weight is carried by the residual if one tries to argue for
structuralidentificationin a VAR.
This assumption leads to the following conundrum, which Sims
discusses at length in the firstpart of the paper:if M is set purposefully
by monetaryauthorities,presumablywith some goals in mind, how can
we claim that vt is in fact a purely randomoutcome? The answer that
ultimatelyemerges is that we cannot. In the second part of the paper
Sims presents a model that can be interpretedas showing that vt and u,
will be correlatedif the monetaryauthorityhas had interestrate targets
over the sampleperiod. He offers strongevidence that they have in fact
hadsuch targetswhen he shows thati helpsto predict,or Granger-cause,
M, but not vice versa. The Blinder-Goldfeldstudy focused on the case
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in whichv,andu,are in fact correlatedbecause of conscious stabilization
policy. They showed the importantandparadoxicalresultthatthe better
the stabilization,the smaller would be the estimated effect of M on Y
in 1.
Sims argues that changes in the policymaker'sgoals, say because of
alternatingpolitical administrations,can give the independentvariance
in M neededfor statisticalidentification.This argumentis only partially
correct, because it is fair to assume that the alternatingpolicymakers
are still respondingto interest rates or to other variables, even though
they have differentfeedback rules. Also, the change in politicaladministrationis at least partiallycorrelatedwith economic events.
On the point of structuralinvariancethen, my readingis that Sims is
unconvincedin his solutionto this vexing problem.
He is more convincing on a second point, however. Suppose that
insteadof 2, the true income process is given by a Lucas-Barrosupply
function:
Yt = A1 Yt_1 + BO(M,- M,)ut +

(4)

,

where Me is expected money, so that income fluctuates according to
unanticipatedmonetary shocks. Assuming that agents know the economic structure in 4 and the money-supply process of 3, one may
combine3 and 4 to obtain4':
(4')

Yt = (A1

-

BOI3)Y,_

-

Bo0o,Mt1 + BoMt

-

B0yjZt1

+ ut.

It can be immediatelyseen that the links between Y and M depend on
the monetaryruleitself. AlthoughYtis in fact independentof the moneysupplyrule, a naive estimationof 4' will suggestotherwise.The reducedformestimate, 1, will say nothinguseful aboutthe effects of a changein
money-supplyrule (that is, a change in (xi, ,1, Yi) on income. This
problemis the famous Lucas critique.
Sims offers convincingreasons for doubtingthe overwhelmingrelevance of this concern:policy shifts are likely to be short-livedgiven the
politicalsystem; manypolicy announcementsare never carriedout and
are likely never believed; largepolicy changes are rare, tinkeringis the
norm;truepolicies are neverknown, so thatagentsarealwaysinevitably
smoothingtheirestimatesusingrecenthistory.Andpracticallyspeaking,
because discrete changes in regime are not clearly perceived, the
econometrictask in accountingfor regimechangesis formidable,and in
fact has never been carriedout.
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But Sims then oversteps his case by arguingthatactualpolicymaking
is thereforemerely selecting the errors(such as v,) in a stablepolicy rule
such as 3. Policy changes do occur, as the current monetary policy
illustrates.And even if policy changesare short-lived,they are probably
not representableby a randomsequence of drawingson vtat quarterly
intervals. Operationally,I would wager Sims that out-of-sampleerrors
on the policy equations in his VAR display strong serial correlationin
many subperiods, reflectingshort-runchanges in regime. Sims is certainly correct that certain aspects of economic behaviorwill be almost
invariantto policy change if the change is perceived as short run and
reversible. (Wage-settingbehaviorand wage outcomes seem to be one
example.)But otheraspects of behavior,particularlyin financialmarkets
such as the foreign exchange market,will react quickly to even shortrun changes. Generally speaking, the Lucas critique will apply when
there is a largerole for expectations, and when technologicalor institutional factors do not weigh heavily against a change in operating
procedures.
While many may share Sims's judgment call here, I doubt that one
may usefully confront the challenge of the Lucas critique by a priori
judgments.Sims's empiricalevidenceon structuralstabilitythatI discuss
below is useful in this regard. But more important, the proposition
should be tested straight on. Have widely perceived policy changes,
suchas the switchesfromfixedto flexibleexchangeratesor frominterest
rateto money targets,affectedotherstructuralrelationsin the predicted
way? This debate simply cannot be settled by assumingthat there has
been a singlepolicy regime.
In the last section of the paper, Sims's preferred methodological
approachis put on display. He modifiesa standardvector autoregression
to allow for drift in the coefficients and tests for the plausibilityof the
Reagan administration'smacro program. It is ingenious econometric
work. Sims seems to rely on two principles:first, it is usually plausible
to assume that policy rules will not change, even despite policy pronouncementsto the contrary;and second, since there is little reason to
expect a shift in structure,one may as well use a VAR for forecasting,
since it parsimoniouslydescribesthe relevanthistoricalexperience.
To jump to Sims's conclusion, the administrationforecasts look
differentfrom the past-indeed, precisely what the administrationhas
been arguingall along. Sims cleverly formalizes this notion by asking
what shocks across equations are needed to achieve the forecasts.
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Presumablyby studyingthe patternof shocks one candeterminewhether
they mightplausiblyarise from a rule change of the sort that President
Reaganhas proposed.
A few questions can be raised about the specific example in this
section.
First, one does not get a good feel, unfortunately,for the differences
inforecastvarianceintroducedby the driftingparameterestimates. How
robust is Sims's finding of little drift? Are the shifts in the "policy"
equation any bigger than in the rest of the model, for example? How
confidentcan one be thatthere has not been a changein the rateof drift?
Second, Sims's methodof detectingdriftmay indicatelittle changein
coefficients over time even when majorpolicy changes have occurred,
if those changesare not well characterizedby a randomdriftof the policy
coefficients. Suppose that the policy rule alternatedregularlybetween
Democraticand Republicanadministrations.The randomwalk model
mightbest be summarizedby low drifteven if policy is regularlybouncing
between two poles. The "errors"fromthe policy equationestimatedin
this case would display strong serial correlation.It is conceivable that
agents'behaviormightchangeaccordingto the administrationin power.
Finally, the shifts in coefficients are by design uncorrelatedwith the
relevanteconomic time series, andwitheach other.Thereis no feedback
from economic outcomes to policy, or from policy to structure.There
are extremely strong assumptions that may reduce the evidence of
structuraldrift or its importance.The Lucas critiqueholds that drift in
the policy equations should be correlated with drift elsewhere in the
model. Sims mightoffer some evidence on this point.
General Discussion
Manydiscussantsagreedwith Sims's criticismof the Lucas critique.
James Duesenberry suggested that the domain in which the critique
applies is quite limited. First, only a fraction of policy developments
could be interpretedas changesthat, even theoretically,shouldactually
cause parametersin the model to vary. Furthermore,there are many
economic relationsin which expectationsabout macroeconomicpolicy
variablesare simply not that important.To someone selling hot dogs at
a ball game, it might be worth a couple of bucks to buy a weather
forecast, but almost nothing to buy a money-supply forecast. This
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situationcharacterizesmost individualequations in large models. Finally, even when expectations aboutprices or outputmay be important
to consumption or investment decisions, those expectations are far
removedfromforecasts of the money supply.CharlesHolt madeseveral
relatedpoints in the spiritof Sims's paper. He noted that policy actions
contain a great deal of randomness, like treatments assigned in an
agriculturalexperiment,and that this randomnessshouldhelp in determiningthe rest of the structure. He also argued that policy rules are
mainlyeconomists' abstractionsof a complicatedreality and are quite
foreignto economic agents. If policy rules are obscure, so are changes
in them; the impact of changes on expectationalrelations must consequentlybe very slight.
Lawrence Klein disagreed with the rationalexpectations view that
the parametersin structuralequations would be altered as a result of
policychanges.Even if people'smethodof formingexpectationschanged,
the primaryimplicationis that expectations variableswould have to be
adjusted,not thatthe otherparametersof the systemwouldvary. Stanley
Fischer disagreed with Klein. In Fischer's view, some parametersin
many macro models vary with policy changes. He argued that this
requiresmore complicatedstructuralequations in which the effects of
policy rules on agents' behaviorare allowed for explicitly.
Some of the discussantscommentedon Sims's analysisof macroeconomic modelingand identification.One point emphasizedin his paper
is that there are rarelyabruptor complete changes in policy rules. John
Taylorthoughtthis emphasis was misplacedwith respect to the usefulness of policy analysis. Economists still need to provide guidance to
policymakersabout the effects of various policy rules and the mechanisms for changingthese rules. It is possible to use statistical methods
that focus on policy systems and their effects even if dramaticchanges
have not occurredin the past. Sims cautionedthat it would be difficult
to apply such methods when observed policy movements could simply
representrandomdrift.
Kleindisagreedwith Sims's emphasison optimalcontrolexercises as
a test of the adequacy of conventional structuralmacro models. He
arguedthat when the models are actually used in policy applications,
alternativediscrete policies are exploredsimplyto provideguidancefor
movingin an advantageousdirection.He also disputedSims's claimthat
the conventionalmodels are predictingmore poorly now than they did
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in the early 1970s.After some deteriorationin 1973-74, the normalized
errorsare no worse now thanthey were before 1973.Kleinalso disputed
the view that vector autoregressionsare to be preferredto conventional
models for simple forecasting. Referringto work by Stephen McNees,
Klein maintainedthat vector autoregressive(VAR) models are all right
for predictionsone quarterahead, but VAR predictionsquickly deteriorate so that conventional models offer superiorpredictionsfurtherin
the future. Sims responded that if one reestimates the VAR models
quarterby quarterand projects ahead two to six quarters, the VAR
predictionsare approximatelyas reliableas conventionalforecasts.
WilliamPoole questionedwhetherpolicy regimesareas endogenously
determinedas Sims's paper suggests. Pointingto the shift from fixed to
flexibleexchangerates in 1971,Poole arguedthatif such regimechanges
are endogenous, there is no chance in principleof using data in nonexperimentalscience to draw conclusions about how the world works
underalternativeregimes. But Sims said thatit is one point of this paper
to show that even endogenous policy shifts can have effects which, in
theory, can be identified.
There was spiriteddiscussion of Sims's estimates of the plausibility
the
of
Reaganadministration'seconomic forecast. Georgevon Furstenbergthoughtthose forecasts should not be taken seriously in the paper.
Accordingto von Furstenberg,they were dictated by political considerationswithout regardfor the likelihoodor internalconsistency of the
predictions.CharlesSchultze raised a more fundamentalobjection. He
doubted that Sims's VAR methodology could be applied to assessing
the plausibilityof the administration'sforecast. Sims estimateda system
in which policy is endogenous-that is, determinedby previous values
of variablesin the system and by randomerror. But policy may not be
generated by the previous decision rule; the present administration
wouldcertainlycontendas much. Consequently,the outcomes predictable solely on the basis of the historicalrecord mightnot apply. Given
thatthe decisionruleis now significantlychanged,whatis the probability
thatthe forecast will turnout to be accurate?This questionis inherently
unanswerableusingthe VARassumptions.In thepresentcase, aforecast
thatincorporatesthe informationthattax rateshave infact been radically
changedcannot be evaluatedby a VAR approachin which tax rates are
themselvesimplicitlya forecast based on past tax rates.

